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Abstract
Developments of New Analysis Functions for the Muon Spin Relaxation

Spectroscopy

by Muhamad Darwis UMAR

The muon spin relaxation method (µSR) is a powerful microscopic tool to probe elec-
tronic states of materials observing local magnetic field distributions on the muon.
How to choose analysis functions is a key matter to deduce the information in physics
from the µSR results in order to understand changes in electronic states in various
temperature regions. It often happens that a distribution of local magnetic fields
shows intermediate states between Gaussian and Lorentzian shapes. An interme-
diate µSR time spectrum can be considered as a cross-over distribution, which has
characteristics somewhere between Gaussian and Lorentzian. For instance, in case
that there are two independent field contributions, one having the Gaussian distri-
bution and the other Lorentzian, the intermediate local field distribution can be re-
alized. Another possible case is when the source is from one magnetic origin but the
number of contributing magnetic spins is small though not one. Recently, another
example to realize the intermediate µSR time spectrum was reported in the case that
systems had non-uniform and/or low density distributions of nuclear magnetic mo-
ments. Organic molecular superconductors are typical examples showing this kind
of distribution.

For the current study, we described the crossover field in terms of a convo-
luted function of Gaussian and Lorentzian. We derived the equation of the three-
dimensional (3D) convolution in two ways. The first derivation uses the convolution
integral starting directly in the 3D space. The other derivation starts from that of the
one-dimensional (1D) convolution and make it to be converted to the 3D form. From
the latter, we showed that the equation can be decomposed to a sum of three known
convolutions. By applying the Fourier transform to this equation, we achieved the
correct relaxation function for the zero-field condition, which was found to be given
by a simple analytical equation. We also approximate 3D-convolution in the form of
mixing 3D-Gaussian and -Lorentzian distributions with a weighting factor, and the
approximation equation well approach the analytical one with maximum discrep-
ancy 10% concentrated around the dip of approximation function. In addition, we
tried to describe the intermediate analysis function under applied magnetic fields
and under dynamic fluctuations on the basis of the development of the zero-field
intermediate analysis function. Finally, we applied our developed analysis function
to some µSR results in order to make sure its validity.

We fit the µSR time spectra of λ− (BETS)2 GaCl4 with a static analysis function,
and the function well approach the µSR time spectra of the sample. The fitting re-
sults proposed the random internal fields are static at all considered temperatures
indicating the local random local fields originate from nuclear dipole moments. The
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dynamic function is applied to µSR time spectra of La2−xSrxCuO4 (x = 0.024) and
the dynamic analysis function also well approaches the µSR time spectra. The fitting
results suggest: 1. The intermediate relaxation between Gaussian- and Lorentzian-
shape induced by the static parameter. 2. Nuclear dipole moment dynamics enter
the µSR time windows caused by a coupled state with another sources of weak ran-
dom fields.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Conventional Superconductor

Superconductivity is a phase of material signed by two main physical properties that
are electrical resistance vanishes and magnetic flux fields are excluded from the in-
terior of material. First property was observed by a Dutch physicist, Heike Kamer-
lingh Onnes, driven by his triumph in experimental work to successfully liquefy
Helium in 1908 where He found the resistivity of Mercury (Hg) suddenly drops to
zero when the temperature of Mercury decreases below 4.2 Kelvin as shown by Fig.
1.1.The second phenomenon known as Meissner effect were discovered by Walther
Meisnerr and Robert Ochsenfeld in 1933 from measuring magnetic field distribution
outside Tin (Sn) and Lead (Pb) materials during the material transiting into super-
conducting state.

1.1.1 Type I and Type II Superconductivity

There are two types of superconductor classified based on their respond to an ap-
plied magnetic field just below a transition temperature (Tc) respectively called type
I and type II superconductors, see Fig. 1.1. In type I superconductor, magnetic flux
will be suddenly and completely forced out from the interior of superconductor ma-
terial (or perform a perfect diamagnetism) started at Tc. The applied magnetic field
at Tc is called critical field (Hc). In the second type (type II superconductor), the pen-
etrating magnetic flux is not completely excluded from the interior of superconduc-
tor material at Tc, and the applied field at which superconductor material starting to
be in a mixed state (mixing metal and superconductor) is called upper critical field
(Hc2). The remain penetrating magnetic flux (metallic region) will organize their self
into regular pattern of vortices known as an Abrikosov lattice. The diameter of a
vortex with cylinder shape is called the coherence length in which the order param-
eter does not change. The supercurrent flows around the vortex with radius called
penetration depth of superconductor (λ) where the magnetic flux will decay expo-
nentially from the edge of the vortex. When the magnitude of the applied magnetic
fields at Tc is decreased, the size of the vortex also reduced until the second critical
field or a lower critical field (Hc1) reached, all penetrated fields are completely forced
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FIGURE 1.1: A plot-historic result of the resistance (ohms) versus tem-
perature (Kelvin) performed by H. Kammerling Onnes in 1911 show-

ing the superconductivity occurs at 4.2 K.

out from the interior of the superconductor material. Since the relation among mag-
netization ~M, applied magnetic field ~H and magnetic flux density ~B expressed by a
Maxwell equation

~B = µ0

(
~M + ~H

)
(1.1)

then perfect diamagnetism
(
~B = 0

)
causing ~M = −~H being presented by Fig. 1.1.2.

The magnetization is manifested as a surface current to screen the applied magnetic
field.

1.1.2 BCS theory

The movement of electrons in an ionic lattice environment without dissipation has
been a long challenging for theoretical physicists since superconductivity phenom-
ena was observed. The theoretical pursuit of the physics mechanism underlying
superconductivity phenomena expanded almost 50 years until Barden, Cooper and
Schrieffer known as BCS theory [16] creating an established physics mechanism
which includes a quantized lattice vibration called phonon. This theory was guided
by experimental results finding the relation between Tc and isotope representing the
effect of the mass of the lattice ions on the attractive Coulomb potential via the lattice
vibration [133, 168]. According to the BCS theory, the superconducting state marks
the formation of cooper pairs or the coupling of two fermion electrons with spin ½
via an attractive Coulomb force to form a boson- particle with spin 0 or 1. The av-
erage of the maximum distance of two coupled electrons as copper pairs is named
coherence length (ξ), and since cooper pairs are boson particles, they can occupy
the same state. In real space, the attractive force between two electrons is indirectly
mediated by ionic lattice. When an electron passing the lattice of positively charged
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FIGURE 1.2: Panels (a) and (b) describe the magnetization ‖ ~M‖ as a
function of ‖~H‖ in type-I and type-II superconductors. Panels (c) and
(d) represent the H − T phase diagram of type-I and type-II super-

conductors.

ions, the electron will disturb ions. The positive ions moving toward to the electron
will increase the density of positive ions in the vicinity of the electron, and the excess
of the density will attract the second electron, see an illustration in figure 1. 3. To
reach the equilibrium position after changing their positions due to screening pro-
cess, lattice ions will vibrate and propagate as phonon. The Coulomb attraction force
between two electrons must exceed the Coulomb repulsive force between them. In
momentum space, the cooper pairs can be understood as the exchange of phonon
virtual. In superconducting state, there is no dissipation from electrons transport,
and the momentum of cooper pairs from scattering process between electrons and
lattice ions conserves, whereas the difference of total kinetic energy between before
and after scattering will be transformed in to attractive coulomb potential. From mo-
mentum conservation, the first electron will release phonon followed by decreasing
the magnitude of the momentum electron and changing the momentum direction,
meanwhile the second electron will absorb the phonon, and increase the magnitude
of momentum and also change momentum direction, see Figure 1. 3. The maximum
gap will occur when the momentum of two-particle is in opposite direction.

The superconductor materials in which the pairing mechanism is based on the
phonon exchange are called conventional superconductors. The attractive Coulomb
potential to bound two electrons depends on energy of electron being considered
(ω) and Deybe frequency (ωD)where the attractive potential can be approximated
by an equation

Veff = |geff|
1

ω2 −ω2
D

, (1.2)

where |geff| describes probability of the fist electron to emit a virtual phonon and the
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FIGURE 1.3: Panels (a) illustrates the attraction of two electrons medi-
ated by lattice deformation. Panel (b) describes the process of cooper-
pair formation in momentum space where the first incoming electron
in state ~k1 will release virtual phonon ~q and change his momentum
into a new state ~k1 −~q, the second incoming electron in a state ~k2 will

absorb the virtual phonon and change its momentum into ~k2 +~q

second electron to absorb the virtual phonon. The superconducting gap of conven-
tional superconductors has s-wave symmetry. It means cooper pairs will have the
uniform attractive Coulomb potential in any direction (isotropic) in Fermi surface.
Energy to break the cooper pairs is proportional to the superconducting gap. As in
Eq. (1.2), the maximum transition temperature for conventional superconductor will
be determined by frequency Debye or the theoretical value of maximum frequency
of phonon in material. The theoretical prediction of maximum transition tempera-
ture for conventional superconductor is around 30 K.

1.2 Cuprate-Based High Temperature Superconductivity

Bednorz and Müller discovered the superconductivity phenomenon in the copper
oxide perovskite La2−xBaxCuO4 as a new class of superconductor in 1986 [20]. The
temperature transition of the La2−xBaxCuO4 material is 35 K [20]. Comparing to
previous class superconductor such as alloys, binary compounds, heavy fermion
and organic superconductors, the cuprate-based superconductor reaches the highest
recorded transition temperature 135 K at the normal atmosphere pressure and 165 K
under pressure for HgBaCaCuO material. Besides the transition temperatures of the
cuprate-based superconductor dominantly exceed the highest temperature of the
theoretical prediction based on phonon exchange or BCS theory that is around 30
K, there are some properties of cuprate-based superconductors differentiating them
from conventional superconductor:
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1. The superconducting state originates from a doping process on the parent com-
pound that is an antiferromagnetic insulating material. This indicates the rela-
tion between superconductivity and magnetism.

2. Cuprate-based superconductor materials have layered structure induced the
strongly difference between resistivity at a− b plane and c direction.

3. In normal state, the resistivity values of cuprate-based superconductor are
greatly bigger than metal-based superconductors in two orders.

4. The conduction carrier density is much lower than metal-based superconduc-
tor in two orders.

The general crystal structures of cuprate-based superconductors consist of two kinds
of layer. The cooper oxide plane plays role as a conducting plane sandwiched by
insulating layers playing role as charge reservoir. The number of conducting layers
in crystal unit of the different cuprate-superconductor materials varies from 1 to 3
(see figure 1.2.1) and more than 3 layers for HgBa2Can−1CunOy, TIBa2Can−1CunOy,
(Cu, C)Ba2Can−1CunOy, (Cu, V) Ba2Can−1CunOy, (Cu, Cr) Ba2Can−1CunOy and (Cu,
C, N) Ba2Can−1CunOy [82] where the transition temperature shows a dependence on
the number of conducting layers with the maximum Tc coming from 3 CuO2 layers
cuprate-based material as shown in Fig. 1. 5. [82]. The charge carriers will emerge
in the conducting plane when the ratio number of oxygen elements changes, and
the ionic element at insulating layers is replaced by other elements with different
ionization degree for instance La3+ replaced by Sr2+ in La2−xSrxCuO4 material. Fig.
1. 6. show that the doping process can be done on both electron-doped or hole
doped, and the phase transition between the two difference class of doping show the
similar pattern in the recent experiments indicating the same pairing mechanism.

Cuprate-based high temperature superconductors are type-II superconductor.
The normal state of these materials are still incompletely defined, so electrons state
in vortex regions has taken a long attention. In 2002, [34] suggested a modulation
of conduction-electron density in real space known as charge density wave (CDW)
coexisting with antiferromagnetism presents in vortex region of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ

material. But, later in 2016, the electrons at vortex region were detected in the form
of a modulation Cooper pair or called pair density wave or PDW in the same mate-
rial [65]. Fulde and Ferrel [59] as well as Larkin and Ovchinnikov [107] separately
predicted the PDW state in 1964. According to the two separate proposed models,
magnetic field applied to material which is in superconducting state and containing
magnetic impurities will induce ferromagnetism exchange interaction among mag-
netic impurities, and the ferromagnetic spins and Cooper pairs which interact each
other with comparable the exchange and superconducting-gap energies will create
a new ground state in the form of PDW [59, 107].In cuprate-based material, the fer-
romagnetism may take place in the background of Cu spins. The recent detection
of PDW has been driven not only intense theoretical and experimental researches to
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FIGURE 1.4: The crystal structure of LSCO, YBCO and BSCCO respec-
tively representing 1, 2 and 3 conducting layers (copper oxide planes)

in every crystal unit [52]

FIGURE 1.5: The transition-temperature (Tc) dependence of the num-
ber of conducting layers (n) [82]
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FIGURE 1.6: Schematic diagram of hole-dope La2−xSrxCuO4 and the
electron-doped Ln2−xCexCuO4 [56]

study PDW’s role and its interrelation with charge density wave in pseudogap and
bad (strange) metal regimes of cuprate-phase diagram, but also another challenge
in order to found the comprehensively theoretical model of pairing mechanism in
cuprate-based material.

The superconducting gap of cuprate-based materials is anisotropy because of
having d-wave symmetry [225, 202], and the gap shown an independence of doping
concentration. Since the wave function of two-fermion particles (or a Cooper pair)
must be antisymmetric, and the spatial (orbital) wavefunction of cuprate-based ma-
terial is corresponding to d-angular momentum that is even (l = 2), then spin wave-
function of cooper pairs must be singlet (or antisymmetric). There are nodals at 2-
dimensional k−space that are θ = 45◦, 135◦, 225◦ and 315◦ as in Fig. 1.2.4. The nodal
can be interpreted as the state of cooper pairs without attractive Coulomb potential
(or zero gap), or, in this direction, electrons will be in metal state and experience
resistance, so to avoid the dissipation, the electrons will prefer to be in direction at
which they will be in superconducting state or moving without resistance. Getting
away from nodals, the superconducting gap will increase and reach a maximum
value at anti-nodal with θ = 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦, see Fig. 1.7. The trend of the
ratio change of the energy gap (2∆) to transition temperature Tc in cuprate-based
material is different from conventional superconductor [78], and the experiments in
different cuprate materials shown that the superconducting gap deviates from sim-
ple d−wave form as a function of doping concentration [66], The difference of super-
conducting gap symmetry from conventional superconductors (s−wave symmetry)
indicate the difference of pairing mechanism between two different classes of super-
conductor. Since the superconductivity in cuprate-based materials was observed in
1986, it has no been yet consensus on the pairing mechanism. There are generally
two theoretical models to explain pairing mechanism. The first theoretical model is
based on BCS-like theory in which the pairing mechanism needs mediator such as
vibration lattice, meanwhile in the second theoretical approach; cooper pairs do not
need a mediator. There are several models based on BCS-like theory. The first idea
comes from Müller [142]. Since the distance of the apical oxygen with respect to Cu
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FIGURE 1.7: The change of superconducting gap on Fermi surface,
blue circle line is two-dimensional Fermi surface. The red dashed line
represents the wave of superconducting gap on Fermi surface [167]

ion in CuO6 octahedron or CuO5 pyramid clusters is longer than the distance of pla-
nar oxygen to the same Cu atom due to Jahn-Teller effect, the hole-doped will induce
anti-Jahn-Teller effect where apical oxygen will approach Cu atoms. The deforma-
tion of octahedrons or pyramid structures due to anti-Jahn-Teller effect will couple
with hole as polarons. These polarons is named Jahn-Teller polarons. According to
Alexandrov and Mott [4], the Jahn-Teller polarons possibly form a bounded pairs
called bipolaron at which they can condensate to superconducting state as bosonic
particles when electron-phonon coupling is large [88]. Other BCS-like theories are
based on different mediators to bound electrons as cooper pairs. Since phonon as
spin 0 or 1 particle (called boson particle) is a quasiparticle generated by a collec-
tive excitation in the background of lattice vibration, the emergence of phonon is
formally called bosonic excitation.

The magnetic coupling between electron- or hole-quasiparticles with dynamical
spin fluctuation firstly proposed to be responsible for pairing mechanism [28, 183,
138, 140]. The dynamical spin fluctuation takes place in the background of antifer-
romagnetic spin or spin density wave (SDW) fluctuations in the forms of commen-
surate or incommensurate antiferromagnetism in a localized or an itinerant electron
system [54]. In spin-fluctuation driven superconductivity, the quasiparticle gener-
ated by a collective excitation in the background of antiferromagnetic spin or SDW
fluctuation will play role as mediator like phonon in conventional superconductor.
The quasiparticle due to the SDW fluctuation is a short range of quantized spin wave
called paramagnon antiferromagnetic. The phase diagram of cuprate-based super-
conductor materials as showed in Fig. 1. 8. [38] suggests the competition between
antiferromagnetism and superconductivity since the robust of long-range antiferro-
magnetic order followed by the emergence of superconductivity. Y. Ando etal. [13]
reported the hole mobility of LSCO material is proportional to invers of antiferro-
magnetic correlation [13], however SDW is found coexisting with the superconduct-
ing state in the underdoped regime of LSCO as shown in figure 1. 2. 5. In the real
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space, the spin fluctuation will induce the change of exchange energy between metal
electrons. Because the exchange energy basically represents a Coulomb interaction
depending on spins structure, the change of the exchange energy will directly rep-
resent an additional attractive coulomb potential (force) to form Cooper pairs and
induce a phase transitions from metal to superconducting states. The spin fluctua-
tion is believed to be generated by quantum fluctuation originating from opening a
quantum critical point (QCP) above zero temperature. The QCP is a concentration
or pressure generating a second order of phase transition in zero temperature. It
is similar to SDW fluctuation; the fluctuation of orbital current modeled by Varma
[207, 208, 210, 211] has been also proposed to interact with electrons in order to
mediate cooper pairs [35]. Quantum criticality in Varma’ scenario is driven by the
instability of hybridization of d− p orbitals due to doping or pressure treatments. In
one of new recent proposals based on incompletely coupled holes between oxygen
and Copper atoms as Zhang-Rice singlet, Barzykin and Pines proposed two coupled
components model where a part of localized Cu spins forms spin-liquid state, a part
of holes plays role as conduction hole and the remain Cu and O atoms will hybridize
[19]. In this scheme, a quasiparticle coming from an excitation in spin liquid state
will mediate electrons to condensate to superconductivity state as cooper pairs [28].
Spin-liquid is a state in which there is strong exchange interaction between spins,
but spins are still in disordered state and fluctuate even at temperature close to zero,
whereas the hybridization in this context is a superposition of d− and p−orbital to
form new states with energy being higher than d− and p−orbital known as anti-
bonding state and lower energy known as bonding state.

Another BCS-like model is based on charge-density-wave (CDW) fluctuation [30,
158, 9]. CDW is a modulation of the density of conduction electron [239]. CDW can
come from by electron-phonon interaction or Fermi nesting and electron-electron
interaction [239]. In the scenario of the Cooper pair mediated by CDW fluctuation,
the quasiparticle from a collective excitation in background of CDW fluctuation will
play role as phonon playing in conventional superconductor. It is like the spin fluc-
tuation, the charge fluctuation in weak-coupling approximation is also proposed to
be induced by quantum fluctuation due to electron-phonon interaction generated by
doping or pressure where the QCP will open above zero temperature [30]. Quantum
fluctuation it self is fluctuation driven by Heisenberg uncertainty and not by thermal
energy. The fluctuation of CDW in LSCO material was observed above Tc as shown
in Fig. 1.2.4. The neutron scattering and x-ray diffraction studies indicated CDW
and superconductivity compete each other [38]. Meanwhile a theoretical study pre-
dicted that static CDW will suppress superconductivity, but the fluctuation of CDW
will mediate superconductivity [30]. The last model of BCS-like theory proposed
to understand the pairing mechanism in cuprate-based superconductor is based on
the coupling of the inharmonic vibration of oxygen planar in CuO2 plane and metal
electrons (holes). In this scenario, the bosonic excitation in the background of in-
harmonic vibration of oxygen planar clusters will play role as a mediator to pairing
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FIGURE 1.8: Phase diagram of LSCO material, the green lines are tem-
peratures at which SDW or incommensurate antiferromagnetic order
observed by neutron scattering, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

and muon spin relaxation/rotation/resonance (µSR) [38]

mechanism [73].
Besides BCS-like models, there is a model of superconductivity without pairing

mechanism knows as RVB theory. This model was proposed by Anderson [10] and
developed by other condensed matter Physicists. The main idea of this model is
that spins of Cu atoms in CuO2 planes will be in a superposition of all-possible con-
figuration of singlet pairs. Singlet state is an antisymmetry coupling between two
electron/hole spins where the total magnetic moment of two spins at ground state is
zero, whereas antisymmetry means that the wavefunction of spin will change from
positive to negative or vice versa when we change the particles. In RVB theory, the
excitation in a liquid of singlets is spin = ½ called chargeless spinon. The chargeless
means the excitation with respect to the ground state does not change the number
of charges as a whole. Whereas, a doped hole will break a singlet and produce a
holon that is a charge particle without spin and a spinon with respect to the ground
state. In this separation scenario, spinons and holons can move independently, even
though the well-defined quasi-particle above Tc around Fermi-arc has driven an-
other proposal on the coupling of the spinon and the holon to form quasiparticle
propagating with both spin and charge in pseudogap regime. The liquid charac-
ter of resonating singlet pairs make holes be able to coherently propagate through
them and become super current at low temperatures [95]. In strong coupling limit of
Hubbard model, or onsite Coulomb interaction is much bigger that kinetic energy of
hopping, with a single band model constructed by Zhang-Rice singlet known as t− j
model, the recombination of spinon and holon will take place below the crossover
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 1.9: The above panel (A) is the schematic formation of
Zhang-Rice singlet, hole in an oxygen site spread out in four-planar
oxygen, and the hole spins at Cu and O sites are coupled as singlet
[33]. The below panel (B) is an illustration of one possible of singlet
combination in antiferromagnetic background lattice. The RVB state

is all possible combination of singlet [174]

(A) (B)

FIGURE 1.10: represent the excitation of a singlet will produce two
spinons (two spin particles without charge), the two spinons will
move in a certain the background of singlet combination and produce
a new combination of singlet or induce resonance in singlet combi-
nation [174]. The right panel represents the formation of only short
range of singlet known as Valence-Bond-Solid (VBS) [174]. The light
and blue circles represent Cu spin and the ovals represent singlet of

two Cu spins.

between temperature singlet formation and temperature of coherent holon forma-
tion [88]. In the same spirit as RVB state, another model proposes that the ground
state of spins state in CuO2 planar is only short range of RVB state also know as
valence-bond-solid (VBS) [176]. The illustration of the formation on Zhang-rice sin-
glet, RVB and VBS state is respectively presented by Fig. 1. 9 and Fig 1. 10.

Emery etal.proposed another scenario of the superconductivity mechanism in
cuprate-based superconductor based also on spin-charge separation [49]. In this
model, the superconductivity occurs when charge pairs in charge stripe or 1-dimensional
electron gas hop between charge stripe and spin-stripes (antiferromagnetic stripes)
that is in spin-gap state. This mechanism can be understood due to a magnetic prox-
imity effect [49].
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1.3 La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO)

La2−xSrxCuO4 is the member of first group of cuprate-based superconductors dis-
covered, just around two years after La2−xSrxCuO4 being reported. This material has
been intensively investigated since it was the simplest cuprate-based superconduc-
tor making easier to prepare a high-quality sample, furthermore it can be conducted
subsequent characterization. The parent of this compound is La2CuO4, and without
doping, it exhibits antiferromagnetic insulating behavior. In high temperature this
material has a body-centered tetragonal structure tetragonal structure (I4/mmm)

known as high-temperature tetragonal (HTT) with lattice constants being a = b =

3.78A◦. When temperature decreased, HTT will transform to orthorhombic structure
(Bmab) known as low-temperature orthorhombic (LTO) at temperature 520 K [85,
93]. The lattice constants of LTO structure are a = 5.35A◦, b = 5.4A◦ and c = 13.2A◦.
The structural transition temperature will dramatically decrease by increasing dop-
ing concentration and end at superconducting state with Sr-concentration around
20%,see Figure 1.2.5. The structural transition from HTT to LTT followed by uni-
formly tilting of octahedral about 4◦ at a− b plane [90], see Figure 1.3.1.

The Neel temperature of LCO is approximately 325 K [164], and spins of Cu
antiferromagnetically ordered with the magnetic moment of each Cu atom being
around 0.5µB [206].This observed value is almost a half of theoretical value for Cu2+

ion that is µ = g 〈S〉 µB ∼= 1.1µB with lande factor for Cu2+ ion g ∼= 2.2 [164] and
〈J〉 = 〈S〉 due to orbital quenching induced by crystal electric field. This reduced
value of the magnetic moment is addressed to quantum spin fluctuation [125] and
the covalency of Cu-O bonding in cuprate-based superconductor material [215, 134].
According to Hubbard model, the localized spins Cu as a Mott insulator is caused by
strongly onsite Coulomb interaction at d−orbital of Cu atoms, and the antiferromag-
netic long-range order is underlined by the virtual hoping of electrons between Cu
and O atoms. From fig 1. 2. 4, the antiferromagnetic order below Neel temperature
(TN) will dramatically robust by the doping process, and long-antiferromagnetic or-
der will vanish at Sr concentration around 2%. The Sr doping makes hole emerge in
oxygen site and causes O−2 changing to O−1. The spin ½ at oxygen site located be-
tween two Cu spins will induce a magnetic frustration due to competitions between
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange interactions.

Above 2% concentration, two-dimensional short-range magnetic order as SDW
observed until partially coexist with superconductivity as shown in Fig. 1.12. At
concentration about 12.5%, magnetic and charge structures in the form of spin and
charge stripes show in a competition with superconductivity and make Tc with a
dome structure suppressed. Meanwhile, the magnetism at what it is generally called
pseudogap state is still unclear. The pseudogap region in phase diagram of LSCO is
still unclear whether its region expands in a fixed range of concentration and coexist
with other states for instance superconducting state. Even though the emergence
temperature of pseudogap called as star temperature (T∗) seems to be universal
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FIGURE 1.11: A. The tilting of octahedral structure in two domains
of orthorhombic phase [164]. (B) a tetragonal structure of [71]. (C)
Structural transitions temperature in earlier phase diagram of LSCO

[90]

from various different experimental techniques. A recent resonant soft X-ray scatter-
ing spectroscopy in LSCO revealed that CDW short-range order exists from above Tc

to coexistence with superconductivity state until 18% Sr-doping concentration and
partially transform into CDW stripe close to the superconducting Tc [222]. Another
suggested temperature due to magnetic order formation occurred in normal state of
LSCO is magnetic temperature called Tmag as shown in Fig 1.12. This temperature is
the onset temperature of orbital-current order with two different direction of mag-
netic moments in each unit cell observed by neutron stattering [14]. This sugested
temperature is also a debatable issue in line with other intepretations from different
measurements.

The superconducting state starts emerging at 5% Sr concentration, and Tc in-
creases with the concentration ranging up to around 16.2% called underdoped regime
and reaches the highest Tc around 38 K. The concentration at which Tc has a maxi-
mum value is called optimaldoped. Above optimaldoped temperature, Tc monoton-
ically decreases, and superconductivity totally vanishes at Sr concentration about
27%. This range concentration is called overdoped regime. At highly overdoped
regime, electrons is generally assumed exhibiting Fermi liquid behavior (or normal
metal), however a µSR experiment indicates the presence of ferromagnetism at low
temperature as shown in Fig 1.12 [192].

1.4 Pseudogap State in La2−xSrxCuO4

Superconductivity is generally understood as the instability of the normal state [150].
In the conventional superconductor, the normal state is a metal state, and the su-
perconductivity phase transitions are induced by the instability of conduction elec-
trons in Fermi surface due to the pairing mechanism. On contrary, the normal state
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FIGURE 1.12: (A). The phase diagram of LSCO as a function of tem-
perature and doping concentration, the blue filled circle is the pro-
posed temperature Tmag of orbital current orders, TCDW is tempera-
ture at which CDW observed [192]. The right figure shows the onset
of ferromagnetism emerging at highly overdoped regime detected by

µSR [40]

of cuprate-based superconductor material is not normal metal and has not com-
pletely understood. In the cuprate-based superconductor, the normal state preforms
anisotropic gaps in charge and spins excitation [110]. The charge-gap is the lowest
excitation energy from the ground state of n particle number to ground state of the
(n±1) particles number. In ARPES experiment, charge gap is generated by photo-
electric effect at which an electron will be released from the closest state from Fermi
energy, or state crossing Fermi energy. Meanwhile spin-gap is the lowest excitation
energy from the ground state of n-particle to the lowest-lying n-particle excited state
with spins of the particles rearranged in comparison with the spins of the particles
in the ground state. It there has been not consensus on whether the pseudogap and
superconducting are the same or different gaps. For two-gap model supported by
ARPES, Raman-spectroscopy and STM experiments, the pseudogap and supercon-
ducting gap are different gap since pseudogap shown the dependence on doping
concentration [74]. The above normal state of underdoped regime, the fluctuation of
CDW is also observed [38]. Even though, the emergence of PDW from experimen-
tal interpretation has recently driven the possibility of the same detected physical
object between CDW and PDW in pseudogap state [149]. Different experimental
techniques have been carried out to study pseudogap in LSCO material, and mostly
shown deviations from normal metal behavior.

Fig. 1.13 (left panel) shows NMR results from Ohsugi et al. [151]. From the
figure, Knight shift shows temperature dependence and decrease without a pecu-
liarity when passing Tc. The Knight shift that is proportional to spin susceptibil-
ity describes the interaction of nuclear and electronic spins via the Fermi contact
(isotropic) and dipole-dipole interaction (anisotropic). Since the fall of the Knight
shift off below Tc is caused by the singlet formation of copper pairs with spin gap,
the decline of Knight shift at pseudogap state at earlier observation is directly linked
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 1.13: (A) a Knight shift shows a dependence on temperature
above Tc [151]. (B) the invers of relaxation time temperature forms a
dome structure indicating the spin gap formation, the second peak of

13% Sr concentration is discussed as gapless spin excitation [81].

to the spin-gap formation. However the decrease of the Knight shift shown unclear
form between an exponential and power-law like still remains an antiferromagnet-
singlet debate [146]. Another signature of the spin-gap formation in pseudogap is
also indicated by the invers of relaxation time temperature (1/T1T) dependence of
temperature from NMR experiments or do not obey Korringa law. The right panel of
the Fig. 1.13, from a high temperature, shows that 1/T1T representing the rate of en-
ergy exchange between the depolarization of nuclear moments and its environment
(spin and lattice) to reach thermodynamically equilibrium almost linearly incline
with the dropping of temperature addressed to antiferromagnetic fluctuation, until
a maximum value, with a moderately broaden dome, 1/T1T show monotonically
decrease when temperature approach Zero. This behavior then is linked to the spin
gap formation [81]. Even the decrease of invers T1T can be interpreted in framework
spin-gap as singlet formation of RVB state or ladder structure, the decrease can be
also possibly interpreted in the framework of antiferromagnetic correlation [63].

Another NMR measurement carried out by Fujiyama et al. [58] on underdoped
LSCO material with various Sr concentrations shows the presence of a spin exci-
tation in pseudogap state and being addressed to spin-pseudogap formation. As
shown in Fig 1.3.2, their 1/T1T data changes with Currie-Weiss behavior when tem-
perature decrease from high temperatures until certain temperatures indicated as
T∗, the trend undergoes a change from Currie-Weiss behavior [58]. The trend also
takes place on YBCO sample as shown by Matsumura et al. [129].

Anomalous behavior of the normal state of underdoped regime was also seen
in resistivity and optical conductivity measurements. Resistivity in pseudogap state
is usually fitted by two components that are a quadratic temperature representing
Fermi liquid behavior due to electron-electron interaction and linear temperature
describing unusual or unconventional term [198]. The presence of pseudogap state
in resistivity measurements is marked by a change of the gradient of linear resistivity
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FIGURE 1.14: The invers of relaxation time temperature from NMR
data undergoes a change from Curie-Weiss behavior indicating spin

excitation [58].

with respect to temperature as shown by Nakamura and Uchida [148], see fig. 1. 4.
3. If we approach resistivity measurement with Drude model (or free electron gas
model) depicted by an equation

ρ =
m∗

ne2τ
(1.3)

with n is carrier density, m∗ is effective mass of charge carrier and 1/τ is scattering
rate. Because the number of electron or Fermi surface cannot increase by the de-
creasing of temperature due to the constrain of Fermi-Dirac distribution, then the
decrease of gradient of resistivity dependence of temperature as in fig 1. 4. 3 will be
induced by either the decrease of scattering rate or the increase of effective mass. As-
suming that effective mass is constant with temperature, the gradient change from
linear resistivity should originate from the reducing of scattering rate. In line with
spin gap formation suggested by NMR measurement, the change of gradient of re-
sistivity with respect to temperature earlier was explained in line with the scattering
electrons (holes) due to exchange interaction of the antiferromagnetic spin fluctua-
tion. The change of gradient of the resistivity with respect to temperature as shown
by [148, 12], only occurs in underdoped samples, oppositely the linear trend become
a universal signature in overdoped regime [115].

There were two scenarios to explain the change of resistivity in line with spin
fluctuation. In RVB theory, T∗ marks the formation of singlet pairs in background of
localized spin Cu atoms, and this formation make the scattering rate by spin fluctu-
ation reduce. Other scenarios propose T∗ as a crossover region from antiferromag-
netic correlation from bad (strange) metal to a state at which the antiferromagnetic
correlation becomes well-developed for instance the correlation length according
to nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid model [18]. While another interpreted T∗

marking a fluctuating precursor of the order for example spin and charge stripes
[96]. Scaling done by Nakamura and Uchida also shown the interesting fact on the
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FIGURE 1.15: The left picture (A) is resistivity data from Nakamura
and Uchida [148], the data shows the change scattering rate due to
pseudogap formation. The right picture (B) shows the a-b plane be-
havior as a function of hole-doped concentration and temperature

[12].

difference of resistivity behavior for Sr concentration 10% in which localization of
hole in c direction occurs in normal state of underdoped sample of LSCO. It is like
in YBCO case [228], there are two different theoretical models which have been pro-
posed to explain the anisotropic results of resistivity that are an interaction between
metal electrons in background of spin fluctuation [171] and recombination holon-
spinon from t − j model with RVB state [145]. Meanwhile Ando etal. [12] clearly
performed that localization of hole occurs in a − b plane from sample with lightly
under-doped concentration. These results also have earlier reported by Bernegie
etal. [24].

The change of resistivity due to a scattering process was also shown from optical
conductivity. The fig. 1.16 shows the data from an optical conductivity experiment
conducted by Startseva etal. [194]. By using the Drude model to interpret the data,
the result shows the suppression dependence of the scattering rate with respect to
temperature in a low frequency range

(
< 700cm−1), whereas at high temperature

the scattering rate shown a temperature independence. The result of scattering rate
from the optical conductivity is equivalent to the change of gradient of resistivity
with respect to temperature from the resistivity measurement. The increasing of
effective mass that is correspond to the suppression of the scattering rate in LSCO
material with 13% and 14% Sr concentrations as shown in Fig. 1. 16. (c and d) clearly
depicts the onset of charge-gap formation as shown in ARPES experiment.

The reduced scattering rate corresponding to the increase of mobility was also re-
ported from Nernst effect experiment. The Nernst signal is approximately expressed
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FIGURE 1.16: The optical conductivity data is fitted by the Drude
model. The increasing of effective mass and the suppression of scat-
tering confirm the result of the resistivity measurement. The increas-

ing of effective mass shows a gap formation [194].

by [21, 22] ∣∣υ∣∣
T
≈ π2k2

Bµ

3eεF
(1.4)

with υ is Nernst coefficient, µ is mobility and εF is energy Fermi corresponding to
electron (hole) density. It is not like in metal state where the Nernst signal is constant,
the presence of pseudogap state makes the Nernst signal increases with temperature
as shown in Fig. 1.17. The temperatures where Nernst coefficient starts inclining are
consistent with T∗ from resistivity measurements [12]. From Eq. (4), the increase
of Nernst signal must come from both the decreasing of energy Fermi and the in-
creasing of hole mobility that directly link to the falling of scattering rate. Since the
Fermi energy is proportionally correspondent to the size of Fermi surface, then the
change of Fermi energy then is linked to reconstruction of Fermi surface due to dop-
ing process where the doping process cause the formation hole and electron pockets
relatively to the wide Fermi surface (circle shape) occurring in overdoped regime.
The present of hole and electron pockets possibly inducing the formation SDW or
CDW [198] due to the presence of nesting vector followed by reducing the Fermi
pockets due to gap formation.

Fermi-surface reconstruction technically means that the Fermi surface represented
in reciprocal lattice of copper-oxide plane is represented again in a new recipro-
cal lattice emerged in material for instance commensurate SDW/CDW. Fig. 1. 18.
shows the mechanism of Fermi surface reconstruction due to the presence of antifer-
romagnetic order. The Fermi surface reconstruction is generated by doping process
via the presence of identical hole/electron pockets in Fermi surface. The identical
pockets in Fermi surface raise a vector that can translate from one point of Fermi
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FIGURE 1.17: The left panel, the Nernst signal for LSCO sample of
15% hole concentration, the signal changed by pseudogap formation.
The right panel, the temperatures at which the Nernst signal changed

as a function of hole doping concentration [40]

pockets to another point of Fermi pockets called Nesting vector. The points are
called hot spots. Since a pattern with a vector in momentum space represents an
order in real space, the presence of nesting vector potentially induces the formation
SDW or CDW orders. This result then challenge the approach of the strong coupling
limit with only hole as carriers. Other Fermi surface reconstruction models observed
in transition from strange metal to pseudogap regions also possibly linked to forma-
tion of orbital current model [6], or PDW proposed to support the pseudogap state a
precursor of superconductivity [42]. Doiron etal. [45] indicated the present of Fermi
surface with small pockets in YBCO via quantum oscillation experiments. Whereas
Laliberte etal. [105] reported the evolution of small pockets in YBCO and Eu-LSCO
as a function of doping and temperature and addressed the phenomena to the stripe
formation. There are some explanations on how Fermi pockets seen in applied mag-
netic treatment becomes disappears in zero-field ARPES measurement. Besides it is
induced by applied magnetic field, the Fermi pockets possibly come from the inter-
play between CDW and superconductivity [5, 15].

From the specific heat measurement [131] as shown in fig. 1. 19, the ratio heat
capacity to temperature of the underdoped LSCO with a various Sr concentrations
shows a slight decrease when temperature goes down to Tc. According to RVB the-
ory [113], the decrease is caused by the formation of singlets. This behavior is dif-
ferent from normal metal showing a constant value. Since the ratio is correspond to
the Sommerfeld constant, and the Sommerfeld constant is proportional to density
of state (DOS) in Fermi surface, then the result from specific heat measurement in
which the DOS falls with temperature confirms the gap formation in Fermi surface.
The specific measurement also does not thermodynamically indicate a phase transi-
tion from bad/strange metal to pseudogap states at T∗ temperature because there is
no either discontinuity or finite discontinuity in the change of ratio of heat capacity
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FIGURE 1.18: Fermi surface reconstruction due to the formation of
SDW induced by the emergence of electron and hole pockets due to
doping process. Panel (A) is the lattice of cooper-oxide plane, and
panel (D) is reciprocal lattice of cooper-oxide plane together with two-
dimensional Fermi surface with circle shape. Inside circle is occu-
pied by hole and electron occupies the out side of circle. Panel (B) is
a commensurate SDW formed on lattice of copper-oxide plane with
green diamond being commensurate SDW crystal cell, and the blue
arrow represents the vector of commensurate SDW lattice. Panel (E)
is reciprocal lattice of SDW lattice with respect to reciprocal lattice
of copper-oxide plane, and the green diamond is reciprocal lattice of
commensurate SDW. The blue arrow is the reciprocal lattice vector
of commensurate SDW. Panel (C), the light blue area is hole pocked
formed by the intersection between two circles from panel (E), and
outside area of intersection of four circles will form electron pocket.
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FIGURE 1.19: The ratio of heat capacity to temperature show a de-
pendence on temperature above Tc indicating the change of DOS in

Fermi surface [131]

to temperature indicating crossover phenomena instead of a phase transition. The
condition of the ratio of the heat capacity to temperature being constant is basically
only when temperature close to zero, with that, excluding phonon contribution from
the electronic specific heat at a range of pseudogap temperatures is still getting much
attention and being no consensus. Some experiments have confirmed the presence of
symmetry braking at pseudogap state associated with the phase transition phenom-
ena for instance charge-spin stripe or SDW-CDW breaking translational-rotational
symmetry and circulating current loop breaking time-rotational symmetry, but the
order parameter thermodynamically cannot categorize the first or the second order
transitions at T∗ temperature associated with pseudogap formation. The clear ther-
modynamic evidence for the phase transition with nematic phase transition associ-
ated with rotational symmetry breaking was only observed at YBCO via magnetic
torque measurement [182].

The gap formation in the normal state of underdoped LSCO marking the pres-
ence of pseudogap state is clearly revealed by angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES). The gap value of the normal state is bigger than that of supercon-
ducting gap, and its symmetry shown a similarity with the superconducting gap.
However, the gap structure exhibits the opening of nodal called Fermi arch depend-
ing on doping concentration. The quasiparticle coherence represented by the peak
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FIGURE 1.20: Dispersion curve (energy as a function of momentum)
of LSCO with doping concentration. The black arrow shown univer-
sal kink in cuprate materials that can be caused by electron-boson

interaction or electron-electron interactions [238].

of momentum dispersion curve (MDC) is well defined at Fermi arch or nodal re-
gion, but the quasiparticle is heavily scattered around antinodal region [43]. The
MDC width that is proportional to the invers of mean-free path shown doping-
concentration and temperature as well as Fermi angle dependence [67].The Fermi
velocity at nodal region reveals nearly doping-independent and cuprate-type ma-
terials, but it shown strongly doping-dependence at high-energy velocity [238] as
shown by Fig. 1. 20. There has been a debate on whether the universal kink at
energy around 70 MeV is caused by electron-boson interaction or electron-electron
interaction [156]. At Fermi surface of LSCO was also detected the shadow band with
weaker spectral weight compared to the main band and performs both a certain
symmetry with respect to the main band and Sr doping-concentration-dependence
[69, 166].This shadow band has been linked to the Fermi pocket found by quantum
oscillation experiment. However there is still a long debate on whether the Fermi
pocket exists above the temperature of CDW and become a natural band feature
even at high temperature [62], whether the Fermi pocket coexist with Fermi Arch
or not [135], whether the Fermi pocket has structural, magnetic or electronic [69],
and it is induced by applied magnetic field or not [166]. The left panel of fig 1.21
exhibits both the difference character of normal-state gap and the superconducting
gap. Whereas the right panel of the fig. 1. 21 shows the Fermi arch in underdoped
regime of LSCO increase with the rise of Sr concentration. It is still a debatable issue
in both theoretical approaches and experimental interpretations not only on what is
the connection between spin- and charge-gap observed in pseudogap state but also
on whether the gaps in normal and superconducting states is the same or not [66].

The magnetism study from neutron scattering experiments on LSCO material in
pseudogap state, as others cuprate material, shown a general pattern of dispersion
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FIGURE 1.21: The left panel, the different gap structure between nor-
mal and superconducting states, the pink line represents the gap at
normal state with the opening of nodal point called as Fermi arch;
the blue line shows the superconducting gap structure with smaller
gap [92]. The right panel shows the Fermi arch in underdoped regime

increase with Sr concentration [233]

curve of magnetic excitation known as hour-glass spectrum at which the deviation
from antiferromagnetic wave vector decrease with the increase of energy and af-
ter reaching a minimum deviation, the deviation increases with energy [128]. The
deviation from antiferromagnetic wave vector representing incommensurability in
LSCO nonlinearly increases with Sr-doping concentration and saturate at 1/8 Sr-
concentration [230]. The incommensurability of the spins structure can be linked to
spin spiral and or SDW [201], and it can be interpreted in the framework of both
weak-coupling approach with partial nesting of Fermi surface and strong-coupling
approach with spin-charge separation [213]. Lee et al. [110], using inelastic neutron
scattering techniques with range energy 2 meV ≤ } ≤ 12 meV, confirmed the spin
excitation in LSCO material for 15%, 18% and 20% Sr concentrations. Even though
the gap structure is not perfect like spin gap because the dynamic-magnetic suscep-
tibility as a function of frequency is not completely zero at low frequency (energy),
or it means that there is still a finite probability to find a spins structure to occupy
a range of low energy spectrum, however the probability is small, the trend is de-
crease to zero. They called the founded gap-like structure as spin pseudogap. Fig 1.
22 shows that spin gap occurs at temperature 8 K due to singlet formation of copper
pairs but the gap structure above Tc is not a perfect spin-gap structure. The figure
also shows the spin-gap energy at superconducting state as approximately similar
with spin pseudogap energy at 36 K and 45 K that is about 5 meV. This result sug-
gests that spin singlet has formed at the pseudogap state indicated by the decreasing
of intensity of incommensurate-magnetic order, and the gap structure may change
due to phase fluctuation of superconductivity as pseudogap state. Whereas, from
another inelastic neutron scattering in LSCO with 8.5% Sr concentration conducted
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FIGURE 1.22: The line shows a dependence of dynamic-magnetic sus-
ceptibility on frequency (energy), below Tc spin-gap clearly emerge as
a singlet of copper pairs, above Tc, gap structure of spin excitation is
not perfect spin gap called spin-pseudogap [110]. The dynamic mag-
netic susceptibility of LSC0 sample with 8.8% Sr concentration as a
function of energy at various temperatures (5 K, 30 K, 150 K and 300

K) [118]

by Lipscombe etal., [118], with much wider range of energy and a range of temper-
ature 5 K < T < 300 K, the experiments did not see the spin gap or spin pseudogap,
event though the spin excitation presents shown by peaks in dynamic spin suscep-
tibility at higher energy and persists until 150 K shown in Fig. 1. 22. The absence of
spin gap in underdoped regime of LSCO also respectively has reported by [83, 70,
111] for 7% Sr concentration, and [186] for 10% Sr concentration.

The presence of resonance in spin excitation marks the appearance of pseudogap.
The energy range of which dynamic spin susceptibility changes is E ≥ 70 meV [118]
that is close to energy of charge-gap from ARPES experiment 2∆ = 51 meV at the
same material (LSCO with 8.5% Sr concentration) [186]. Another inelastic neutron
scattering shown a spin excitation that is like spin-wave excitation [130] where the
dynamic susceptibility as a function of energy forms Gaussian or Lorentzian shapes.
These results then challenge the idea of spin gap of singlet formation as single con-
tribution of magnetism in pseudogap state from RVB theory. In another elastic neu-
tron scattering experiment carried out by Drachuck etal. [46] in LSCO with 19.2%
Sr concentration shows a commensurate magnetic order starts emerging at 120 K.
As in fig 1. 23, when temperature decreases, the change of Neutron-diffraction den-
sity of the commensurate magnetic order shows the nodal gap (gapless excitation)
below the commensurate magnetic order starting order from 140 K and closed to a
temperature at which the incommensurate-magnetic order (SDW) is still founded.
The gapless in spin excitation was also reported by Itoh etal. [81] occurred in LSCO
with 13% Sr concentration from NMR experiment in which, after reaching the peak
at 140 K,1/T1T decrease and turn up again to make the second peak still above Tc,
see Fig 1. 23 Meanwhile, using a polarized neutron scattering in LSCO sample with
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FIGURE 1.23: Above panel, red circles represent a depen-
dence of neutron-diffraction intensity in a temperature range of
commensurate-magnetic order observed in LSCO sample with 19.2%
Sr concentration, while another pattern is for incommensurate-
magnetic order (SDW) that vanish at around 30K. The peak represents
the nodal gap in commensurate magnetic order [46]. Bottom panel
(LSCO sample with 19.2% Sr concentration) shows the dependence
of integrated magnetic intensity on temperature in LSCO sample in

spin-flip channel [14]

8.5% Sr concentration, Baledent etal. [14], show the magnetic order with a staggered
magnetic patter emerged in each unit cell at temperature around 120 K, they then
proposed the presence of orbital-current magnetic order [207, 208, 210, 211], even
though they provide another explanation scenario based on spin model in line with
spin-orbit coupling. This temperature is the same as the temperature of commensu-
rate magnetic order started to be observed in experiment Drachuck etal. [46].

Muon spin relaxation/rotation/resonance (µSR) as a sensitive tool to see the
static and dynamic behaviors of internal magnetic field of ordered/disordered mag-
netic systems has been applied to study the magnetism of pseudogap of underdoped
LSCO material. MacDouglass etal. [123] carrying out zero-field µSR experiment on
single crystal LSCO with various Sr concentrations (13%, 19% and 30%) found only
distributed internal magnetic field originating from nuclear dipoles sensed by muon
spin, see Fig. 1. 4. 13 (left panel). And, the distribution-width of nuclear dipole fields
just starts changing around temperature 175 K and addressed to the muon diffusion.
The conclusion of muon diffusion is based on another µSR study on YBCO sample
[191]. This result then confirmed the absence of exotic magnetic order for instance
orbital current models [207, 208, 210, 211, 32] as a new phase. Meanwhile, Watan-
abe etal. [218] carried out zero- and longitudinal field µSR experiment, shows the
presence of weak magnetism that induces a tiny changes from Gaussian distribu-
tion in polycrystalline LSCO with Sr concentrations (2.4%, 4%, 11.5% and 15%), see
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FIGURE 1.24: A. The left panel shows the widths of distribution field
of nuclear dipole as a function of temperature [123]. The two right
panels show the tiny changes of Gaussian-shape due to pseudogap

formation [218].

Fig 1. 14.12 (right panel). In other recent µSR experiments in different cuprate ma-
terials, the similar detected weak magnetism has been addressed to the presence of
slow dynamic internal magnetic field [153, 236]. Watanabe’s result also indicates the
spin-charge interplay in which the temperatures of relaxation rate start inclining is
in good agreement with temperatures of which hole starts localized earlier found
by [199, 11, 101] from the resistivity measurement of metal-to-insulator crossover
(MIC) in the normal metal of LSCO under applied magnetic field. Localization tem-
peratures in the pseudogap state located in area in which resistivity is governed by
electron-electron interaction suggested by the resistivity dependence of quadratic
temperature as presented in Fig 1. 4. 14 [218, 17]. An inelastic neutron scattering
also identified Watanabe’s result in which a large change of spin excitation through
MIC in YBCO reported by Li etal. [117]. The tiny changes from Gaussian-shape was
also reported by Panagopoulos etal. [155] in underdoped LSCO but spin correlations
enter the µSR time windows at much lower temperatures than Watanabe’s results.
Using stretched exponential function to fit µSR time spectra, Panagopoulos fitting
results shown fluctuating spins randomly freeze at low temperature and keep still
exist until the superconducting state. The spin glass temperature shown the depen-
dence on doping concentration and vanish on about 16% Sr doping concentration.
Since the tiny changes from Gaussian-shape can be induced by static or dynamic re-
laxation, the further investigation is very important to reveal the behavior of static-
dynamic magnetic internal field in line with the formation of pseudogap state. The
investigation then cannot only discuss theoretical models underlying the magnetism
of pseudogap state but also provide constraints for the proposed theoretical models.
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FIGURE 1.25: Pane (A) black triangle-circle-square shown the tem-
peratures where carriers start to localize in MIC experiments [199, 11,
101] reported earlier than temperatures of which the relaxation rate in
µSR time spectra starting to monotonically increase [218]. Panel (B)
represents the proposed general phase transition based on resistivity
measurement. The T∗ is temperature where the gradient of resistiv-
ity dependence of temperature start to decrease, T∗∗ is temperature
where the resistivity dependence of temperature returns to linear [17].

1.5 Theoretical Models on Pseudogap in Cuprate-based Su-
perconductors

The proposed theoretical models underlying the emergence of pseudogap state are
generally developed to understand the origin of superconductivity. Thus these mod-
els can be categorized based on how they proposed the mechanism of superconduc-
tivity. The first model based on Anderson’s proposal about RVB state as the ground
state of magnetic state of the system. According to RVB theory, charge and spin
excitations experimentally observed at pseudogap state directly represent the sin-
glet formation of RVB state with spin gap, and temperatures of singlet formations
represent crossover phenomena. In RVB picture, electronic excitation was seen by
ARPES experiments represent energy to break the singlet [113]. In the first version of
RVB theory, there is no electron/hole Fermi surface since holon and spin may have
different gaps, so to accommodate the electron/hole Fermi surface, another model
proposed the coupled spinon-holon to create Fermion particle [91]. This alterna-
tive model is called Fractionalized Fermi liquid. The popular Hamiltonian based on
strong-coupling approximation (U is relatively large compared to kinetic energy) of
Hubbard model with RVB state is known as t − j model. In RVB scenario, the su-
perconducting gap and pseudogap are the same gap represented by the spin gap of
singlet (one gap model).

Another one gap model proposed that the pseudogap state is superconducting
state with phase fluctuation [48]. This model was inspired by Uemura law report-
ing the superfluid density is proportional to Tc. Since the superfluid density and
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FIGURE 1.26: Schematic phase diagrams are based on different theo-
retical models. The first panel, pseudogap is as a precursor of super-
conductivity. The middle panel, pseudogap is induced by the pres-
ence of QCP. The right panel, pseudogap as competition among or-

ders [102].

superconducting gap are almost balance and does not vanish at Tc, the Uemura law
indicates superconducting gap still present above Tc [152]. In this model, pseudogap
state was proposed as superconducting state without coherency because supercon-
ductivity emerges just in finite areas with different phase, and the phases fluctuate
due to thermal energy. While another interpretation inspired by the detection of
PDW in vortex state has theoretically suggested the pseudogap state as PDW with-
out phase coherence [34].

The left panel of Fig. 1. 26 represents the schematic diagram for above two mod-
els. Temperature T∗ describes the singlet RVB or cooper pair formation, whereas
coherence temperature Tcoh figures out the superconducting phase becoming coher-
ence or represents temperature of coherent mobile holon in RVB picture. Whereas,
according to model proposed by Emery etal. [49], T∗ temperature describes the
crossover phenomena when the inhomogeneous electron gas in the form of stripe or
1-dimensional electron gas and antiferromagnetic correlation with insulating state
occurred. It is different from RVB characteristic temperature, in the model of Emery
et al. there are two characteristic temperatures related to pseudogap state. Besides
T∗ marking the stripes are well defined, the second characteristic temperature called
T∗2 that is lower than T∗ marks the formation of spin gap at spin stripe coinciding
with the phase fluctuation of superconductivity state as shown by Fig. 1. 27 The
two above models view pseudogap as a precursor state before undergoing a real
phase transition to superconducting state. These models are facing challenges from
experimental results such as ARPES experiment suggest the two gaps coexist and
compete each other [66], and neutron scattering which sees spin gap, resonance spin
excitations and spin wave-like in pseudogap state.

In another new version of the RVB theory which adopts pseudogap as phase
fluctuation of superconducting state, spinons may move in the same direction and
attract each other by magnetic interaction similar like attraction force between two
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FIGURE 1.27: Schematic phase diagram was proposed by Emery etal.
[49] due to pseudogap state. T∗2 marks the formation of spin gap at

insulating-antiferromagnetic area.

currents flowing in the same direction. Whereas holons will automatically form pe-
riodic arrangement corresponding to spinons motion even though the long order of
spinon-holon state as PDW will be destroyed by the phase fluctuation [112]. The
momentum of spinon-holon state as cooper pair will not be zero like in BCS theory
and the mechanism pairing in this model called Amperean pairing [112]. One has
proposed the PDW is a state which underlies all states of cuprate phase diagram
[112].

The second theoretical models approach the pseudogap as a precursor of orders
due to the presence of quantum critical point (QCP) induced by doping. The QCP
are suggested by [177, 189, 209, 30] based on experimental interpretations from re-
sistivity, neutron scattering and Hall effect [26, 127, 227]. The idea was started from
localization phenomena in metal−to−insulator crossover (MIC) shown by resistiv-
ity measurement in underdoped LSCO [26]. To explain the resistivity dependence
on temperature in MIC, Castellani etal. [31] argued that, besides dynamical stripe,
critical fluctuation near QCP might be responsible for localization phenomena in
LSCO. Moreover, from a resistivity measurement carried out by Daou etal. in ma-
terial Nd−LSCO [44], they found the resistivity at the suspected Sr concentration
as QCP, the linear resistivity is persistent until close to zero under applied magnetic
field, whereas for Sr concentration just below QCP, the resistivity show MIC associ-
ating with Fermi surface Reconstructions. The result is a normal signature of QCP
[120]. Later, Michon etal. also reported the divergence of the electronic effective
mass and specific heat at doping concentration as a signature of QCP at which the
characteristic temperature (T∗) of pseudogap state end [136]. Above zero tempera-
ture, the QCP will open, and quantum fluctuation will influence the physical observ-
able driven by Heisenberg uncertainty. The QCP locates around the optimaldoped
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and overdoped regimes representing a quantum phase transition between ordered
and disordered states at zero temperature. Later a µSR experiment also suggests that
MIC linked to magnetic quantum critical point in YBCO and LSCO [193].

The middle panel of fig. 1. 26 represents scenario for theoretical model based
on QCP. Disordered systems include two areas, the area of below short dashed line
is a disordered system underlying Fermi liquid behavior at which quantum fluctu-
ation weakly effects on the excitation of the ground state, whereas the area between
short and long dashed lines is disordered system which is responsible for Non-Fermi
liquid behavior [187]. At the second disordered system, the physical properties at
high temperature are strongly affected by the quantum fluctuation [187]. Mean-
while, an area below the long dashed line is an ordered state. The quantum fluc-
tuation induced by the QCP will take place on electronic observables affected by
doping process for instance spin, charge, orbital and lattice. In the cuprate-based
superconductor, quantum criticality was earlier believed relating to the instability of
antiferromagnetic order, thus spin will be physical observable that experience quan-
tum fluctuation. However, the identified orders of CDW [38], SDW [155, 100, 214],
magnetic order state [14] charge and spin stripes around 12.5% Sr doping, rotational
symmetry breaking that provide the possibility of orbital order at pseudogap state,
indicating he interplay of spin, charge orbital and lattice due to QCP [173].

In spin-fermion model approaching the middle scheme from metal state, the
quantum criticality will induce the fluctuation of antiferromagnetic exchange in-
teraction among spins of the itinerant electrons located in vicinity of intersection
between antiferromagnetic-reciprocal lattice and reciprocal lattice. This magnetic
scattering process due to spin fluctuation will underlie pseudogap phenomena for
instance the change of resistivity behavior and electrons become gapped when the
magnetic interaction promote the formation of the onset of SDW [162]. Meanwhile
Sokol and Pines [189] proposed that spin wave or a collective magnetic excitation in
the background of SDW fluctuation is spin-gap. The temperature marking the spin-
gap formation in spin-fermion model for example nearly antiferromagnetic Fermi
liquid (NAFL) model is given by Figure 1. 28.

Besides approaching pseudogap from metal state (overdoped doping), other ap-
proaches to pseudogap in framework of QCP start from non-doped antiferromag-
netic state and consider how the increase of hole-doped changes the magnetic and
electronic structures of copper oxide plane. In this approach, the mostly electron lo-
calized due to antiferromagnetic, and Fermi surface consists of separated hole pock-
ets [175, 36, 184].

Another quantum criticality is related with CDW order. In this scheme, quan-
tum criticality will induce charge fluctuation, and Coulomb interaction among the
fluctuated charge of electron located in vicinity of intersection between CDW− re-
ciprocal lattice and reciprocal lattice will be responsible for pseudogap phenom-
ena. The instability of d−orbital of Cu due to quantum criticality also possibly
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FIGURE 1.28: The phase diagram in NAFL model, T∗ is the formation
temperature of spin gap [162].

induces the change of orbital arrangement or nematicity behavior shown by emer-
gence of anisotropic in resistivity [227, 182] and magnetic torque experiments [182].
In cuprate Beside SDW and CDW instabilities, other type instabilities proposed
for cuprate- based superconductor are currents circulating each plaquette known
as d−density wave [131] and currents flow among two oxygen planar and copper
know as intra unit cell magnetic order [38] as shown in Fig. 1. 5. 4. The two last
models have become another debatable issue, since pseudogap is proposed as a new
phase and not crossover phenomena.

The right panel of Fig. 1.5.1 represents the phase diagram for emergence of pseu-
dogap phenomena without considering the presence of quantum critical points. Is
it different from the emergence of CDW in quantum critical point scheme due to the
quantum instability induced by doping via electron-phonon interaction, CDW in
the third scenario can be generated by either Fermi surface nesting due to electrons
screening to phonon [50] or a competition of antiferromagnetic and coulomb interac-
tions generating spin-charge separation [235]. These order states are in competition
with superconductivity. The competition between superconducting state based on
BCS theory and CDW induced by spin-phonon interaction has been developed for
V3Si [23].

1.6 Electronic Structure of La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO)

The cooper-oxide plane is believed being responsible for both the cuprate’s mag-
netism and conducting behavior of which the superconductivity emerge, so the
electronic structure of LSCO is generally understood from octahedral shape of Cu
in the environment of six-oxygen. The same distance of 2-minus of 6-oxygen ion
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FIGURE 1.29: Pane (A) The left panel, the model of currents flows
among every four Cu atoms (d-density wave) [32], and magnetic mo-
ments form antiferromagnetic-like order. The right panel, the model
of currents flow among 2 oxygen planar and Cu atom, and staggered
moment in every unit cell preserve translational lattice symmetry

[207].

FIGURE 1.30: The panel (a) represents a schematic model of Cu and
O orbitals governing the electronic structure of CuO2 plaquette. The
panel (b) is a diagram of the energy splitting of d-orbital due crystal
field and Jahn-Teller effect, and the hybridization between Cu−dx2−y2

and O−px,y orbitals [212].

from Cu ion makes the crystal field of oxygen ions split the degenerate 5d−orbital
Cu ion consisting 9 electron become 2 levels. And, the stretching of apical oxygen
in c−direction will make the ground state of d−orbital energy become lower and
split d−orbital become 4 level knows as Jahn−Teller effect. The p− orbitals energy
also splits due to the crystal field at which the p−orbital in sigma−configuration
with respect to Cu ions will have the lowest energy or strong coulomb interac-
tion followed by parallel and perpendicular phi−configuration respectively. In the
tight−binding model, the Cu−dx2−y2 and O−px,y orbitals will hybridize to make
bonding and anti−bonding states in which a single particle in anti−bonding state
will across Fermi energy and predicts the parent compound of La2CuO4 must be
metal, this mechanism is modeled by Fig. 2. 1 [212]. The last possible arrangement
of d− and p−orbital will produce non-bonding as show in Fig. 2. 2.
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FIGURE 1.31: The orbital ordering (the sign orbital wave function)
correspond to bonding, anti-bonding and non-bonding states [164].

There are two models to understand the insulating behavior of LSCO that are
weak− and strong−coupling models. In a strong−coupling limit, the strong on-
site Coulomb interaction in Cu−dx2−y2 orbital occupying the Fermi level is com-
monly believed being responsible generating the antiferromagnetic insulating be-
havior [113], whereas another believed the antiferromagnetic originates from nest-
ing of the Fermi surface induce the charge-gap known as Slater-insulator [89, 1]. The
latter is when the Coulomb repulsion is small compared to kinetic hopping energy.
The two previous approaches are partially supported by DFT calculation produc-
ing antiferromagnetic-insulator band with [220, 41] or without including Hubbard
potential [197, 195, 106]. In effective model, strong- and weak-coupling approaches
mostly assume the cuprate physics is governed by one band / component model.
Meanwhile in two-phase or two-component model suggests that electron Cu−dx2−y2

orbital will be in insulating state for instance caused by the interaction of the elec-
tron with negative ions lattice as polaron, and Fermi energy or chemical potential is
pinned to the vicinity of polaron state [61], whereas hole at p−orbital oxygen sites
will produce conducting state where Fermi surface will be determined by the inter-
action between magnetic-insulating background and conducting electrons.

The model of doping state in LSCO material also is debatable issue. In the begin-
ning development of RVB theory for cuprate−material with one-band model sup-
ported by ARPES measurements [185, 7, 43, 221], the antibonding state is mostly
dominated by d−orbital character and bonding state is dominated by p−orbital.
When hole is introduced to copper−oxide plane, according to P. W. Anderson, the
hole will take place in Cu site and make Cu2+ become Cu3+. But, since the exper-
iment results clarified that the hole takes place in O site, one−band model is still
persistent by introducing the Zhang−Rice singlet. Another model like d− p model,
assumes that there is no singlet coupling between Cu and O spins, but this model
proposes the hybridization of upper Hubbard band and p−orbital will provide the
hopping mechanism between O and Cu sites accompanied by magnetic interaction
between spin hole and antiferromagnetic background of localized Cu spins [47]. In
Mott insulating picture, the onsite Coulomb interaction parameterized by Hubbard
value (U) will split anti-bonding state into the upper Hubbard band (UHB) and
lower Hubbard band (LHB) as shown in Fig. 2. 3. The Hubbard value will compete
with the energy to transfer electron from ion oxygen to Cu metal as charge transfer
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FIGURE 1.32: Density of state (DOS) for Cooper-oxide plane without
the consideration of the onsite Coulomb interaction (top panel), DOS
charge transfer gap is bigger than Hubbard potential (middle panel).
Hubbard potential is bigger than charge transfer gap (Bottom panel).

gap (∆) in governing electron transport in LCO, see panel (a) of Fig. 2. 3. The charge
transfer gap is determined by the difference of p− and d−orbital energies. When
Hubbard potential (U) is smaller than charge transfer gap (∆), the charge transport
will be governed by Mott−Hubbard model as shown by the middle schematic of fig.
2.3. Whereas, when Hubbard potential is bigger than charge transfer gap (∆), the
charge transport will follow charge−transfer (CT) regime, see the bottom schematic
of fig. 2.3.

There are two proposals on how the Fermi energy emerges with doping process.
According to first mechanism, the Fermi energy is still pinned in between charge
transfer gap and the doping process will shift the UHB and bonding state to occupy
energy Fermi. Meanwhile, in the second possible mechanism, Fermi energy will be
shifted into valence state, and the UHB state will be transferred to Fermi energy.

The studies of electronic structure of LSCO by using first principle calculations
also provide different results. From Physics point of view with an extended-hole
model represented by Bloch wavefunction, the Sr-doping process will introduce hole
in the Cooper-oxide plane [234, 132, 161]. Whereas from chemist viewpoint using
localized-hole model represented by molecular orbital, the hole will prefer take place
around the hybridization between Pz and dz2 orbitals [160, 159]. The different picture
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FIGURE 1.33: The reconstruction of Fermi level due to the doping
process, the above panel is when the Fermi energy is pinned be-
tween bonding and UHB states, while The bottom panel represents
the shiftiness of Fermi energy to bonding state due to the doping pro-

cess.

then induces the different physics mechanism underlying superconductivity.

1.7 λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4

λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4, where BETS is bis(ethylenedithio)tetrasenafulvalene), is an organic
conductor which exhibits superconductivity below 5.5 K. This material is quasi-two-
dimensional system consisting of BETS molecules stacking along a-direction and
GaCl−1

4 tetrahedral counter anion layers as shown by Fig. 1.34. The two layers are
decomposed by a triclinic unit cell with space group P1̄ [3]. The BETS molecules
donate electric charge and GaCl4 accepts the electric charge [37]. Since two BETS
molecules transfer one electron to the acceptor (GaCl4), so there is 1/2 hole per
BETS molecule, or HUMO band will be 3/4 filled [72]. The electron transport be-
tween donor (BETS) molecular takes place via π − π interaction, whereas GaCl−1

4

with a closed cell forms insulating layers [139].
There are four BETS molecules in unit cell which make four bands present near

to Fermi surface. Overlapping wavefunction of I* and II as well as II* and I BETS
molecules with large transfer integral due to the shortest distance between two BETS
molecules (∼ 1.2 Å), see Fig.1.34, will result dimers, so the electronic structure of
this material can be also approached by two-band model. Two bands crossing Fermi
energy form an open and a closed Fermi (Fermi pockets) surfaces as shown by Fig.
1.36 [200]. The calculation suggests the size of the closed Fermi surface occupies 28%
of Brillouin zone which is proportional to hole density, however the Shubnikov-de
Haas experiment estimates each pocket is only 16% of the Brillouin zone [137]. The
formation of two Fermi surfaces can be understood by folded Brillouin zone from a
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FIGURE 1.34: The left panel (A) is the chemical structure of BETS
molecule decomposed by S, Se, C and H elements [97]. The right

panel (B) is Crystal structure of λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 [200]

FIGURE 1.35: Schematic mechanism of MOTT insulating and charge
order state at λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 [72]

unit cell of single dimer (or a partial filled BETS molecule) into a unit crystal with
2 dimers (or two partial-filled BETS molecules), and disconnection points between
two Fermi surfaces caused by intermolecular interaction inducing the molecular or-
bital mixing [172]. The phase diagram as a function of both pressure or bandwidth
(donor molecules) and temperature suggest delocalization increases with the en-
hancement of bandwidth indicating the antiferromagnetic state at low bandwidth
may be underlined by microscopic Mott-Hubbard model with Hubbard potential
(U) at each dimer as shown Fig. 1.35. Furthermore, the potential Coulomb (V) be-
tween BETS molecules can be included in order to understand the charge order state
in this material [72], see Fig. 135.

λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 is type-II superconductor with lower critical field Hc1 being
8(1) G for applied field perpendicular to conducting layer [181] where the polar
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angle dependence of interlayer resistance shown vortex dynamics for all direction
[232]. The heat capacity measurement below Tc temperature shown T2 dependence
of electronic component which indicates the presence of nodal in superconducting
gap [77]. However there is no consensus about the symmetry-type of supercon-
ducting gap. NMR experiment shown cubic temperature dependence of spin-lattice
relaxation rate 1/T1 below Tc without coherence peak indicating d-symmetry of su-
perconducting gap [98]. The 13C NMR measurement also observed the enhance-
ment of the spin-lattice relaxation divided by temperature 1/T1T with the decrease
of temperature starting from 10K which indicates the fluctuation of SDW plays role
in pairing mechanism [98]. The d-wave superconductivity was earlier proposed by
heat capacity experiment at low-temperature [77], but magnetic-field-angle-resolved
heat capacity later observed twofold and fourfold-type anisotropy superconducting
gap that may not be simply interpreted in the scheme of d-type superconducting gap
[76]. The observed anisotropy SC gap was then proposed to be caused by the mix
of anisotropy of Fermi surface (low-symmetry λ-type lattice) and antiferromagnetic
spin fluctuation [76]. Whereas transverse field µSR experiment shown the super-
conducting gap symmetry can be well plotted by either mixing s- and d-wave SC
gaps or h-wave SC gap represented by hyperbolic tangent function [179]. Since the
mixing s- and d-wave SC gap in upper limit of background error give dominant s-
type superconducting gap and vanishes nodal in the SC gap, resulting anisotropy
d-like SC gap without nodal, author then proposed h-symmetry SC gap which have
narrower nodal line and flatter part of maximum gaps [179]. The h-type SC gap
was proposed to be underlined by anisotropy of spin fluctuations which may orig-
inate from the presence of triangular and squared sublattice on conducting layers
[179]. Furthermore paired electrons due to spin fluctuation in different sublattices
were then suggested to entangle each other to create exotic paired electrons state at
higher dimension [179]. Unconventional superconducting state of λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4

was also indicated by the measurement of time-resolved reflectivity changes which
show the amplitude of coherent phonon does not experience an anomaly around the
superconducting transition [147].

The magnetism of metal electron in λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 did not perform Korringa
low where 1/T1T from NMR experiments will be temperature independent indicat-
ing this material is not simple metal. The NMR study observed the growth of an-
tiferromagnetic correlation in the form of Curie-Weiss dependence of 1/TT1 when
temperature decrease and reach a maximum correlation around 50 K, and after de-
creasing below 50 K, the 1/TT1 increases again below 10 K which is suggested to be
underlined by the development of SDW state, see Fig. 1.37. [98]. Above 150 K, the
1/TT1 is mainly contributed by electric-gradient fluctuations which originate from
molecular dynamics [99]. While ZF-µSR experiment with time window between
neutron- and NMR-spectroscopic only saw the local static fields within a tempera-
ture range between 1.5 K and 63 K shown by the temperature-independence of µSR
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FIGURE 1.36: The left panel (A) show the band structure of λ-
(BETS)2 GaCl4 from tight-binding model, and The right panel [200]
(B) is Fermi surface of λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 which cross the Fermi energy

[200]

time spectra as shown in Fig. 1.38 [180]. The fitting results using stretched expo-
nential function did not observe time reversal symmetry breaking associating with
presence of spontaneous magnetism, and stretching parameter was found smaller
than 1 indicating the non-homogeneity fluctuation rate. Even though suggested dy-
namic behavior from stretched exponential function cannot be supported by temper-
ature independence of µSR time spectra. The initial relaxation of µSR time spectra is
between Gaussian- and Lorentzian-shape indicated the dense and static randomly
alignment of nuclear moments cannot be single contribution of internal fields on
muon sites. Furthermore, the highly anisotropy of Gaussian local fields due to low-
symmetry crystal structure of λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 does not change the initial Gaussian-
character according to a previous theoretical report, and only changing the relax-
ation rate as well as the shape and location of minimum dip of isotropic Gaussian
field [51].

1.8 Previous models of internal field for intermediate relax-
ation between Gaussian- and Lorentzian-character

Initial intermediate µSR time spectra reflects properties of local random fields expe-
rienced by polarized muon spins. In general, intermediate relaxation can originate
from the coexistence of dynamic and static fields on muon site or purely dynamic-
or static-field effects respectively.
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FIGURE 1.37: 1/T1T as a function temperature for direction of ap-
plied field being perpendicular to the conducting plane [98]

FIGURE 1.38: ZF-µSR time spectra of λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 at 3-different
temperature [180]
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1.8.1 The coexistence of dynamic and static fields

The magnetic field on each muon site can be decomposed into different contribution
of magnetic field sources for example nuclear and electronic magnetic moments.
Nuclear dipole moments are quasi static and temperature-independent in µSR time
window, so when dynamic fields for example coming from electronic moments are
too fast with respect to nuclear moment dynamics, we can separate electronic- and
nuclear-moment variables likely Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The dense of
static randomly alignment of nuclear magnetic moments will generate static Gaus-
sian field on muon site [103], and muon spin relaxation function reflecting the aver-
age of projection of muon spins into initial muon spin direction with respect to Gaus-
sian random fields will be represented by Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe functions [103]

PGKT (t) =
1
3
+

2
3
(
1− ∆2t2) exp

(
−∆2t2

2

)
. (1.5)

Dynamic electronic moments will generate fluctuation of local fields on muon
site. Assuming the dynamic fields evolve from the static Gaussian fields as initial
condition, and the random field fluctuation obeys strong collision model, the muon
spin depolarization function will be represented by a formula known as dynamic
Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function [68]. In a fast fluctuation regime, the dynamic line-
shapes will experience narrowing effect following an exponential relaxation

DGKT (t) = exp (−λt) , (1.6)

with λ = 2∆2
e /ν. ∆e and ν are distribution width of electronic Gaussian field and

field fluctuation rate, respectively. The muon spin relaxation function due to the
presence of fast dynamic and static fields on muon site then can be approximated
phenomenologically by

G (t) = exp (−λt) PGKT (t) . (1.7)

In fast fluctuation limit, an applied external field will make muon spins see narrower
distribution of internal field. For LF-experiment set up in constant temperature or
the fluctuation rate (ν = 1/τc) of field does not change, the applied external field
B0
(
ω0 = γµB0

)
will change the relaxation rate (λLF) in Eq. 1.7, for LF-condition

written as GLF (t) = exp
(
−λLFt

)
PLF

GKT (t; B0), following a relation called Redfield
function [68]

λLF =
2ω2τc

1 + ω2
0τ2

c
. (1.8)

The redfield function is a lorentzian function with half width at half maximum
(HWHM) equal to

(
τcγµ

)−1.
The Eq. 1.7 has been applied to approach µSR time spectra of some doped

cuprate-based high temperature superconductors to investigate magnetic transition
from the evolution of copper spins state in temperature [218, 191, 192]. And, the
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redfield function is used to justify whether the relaxation rate in Eq. 1.7 represents
the dynamic or static parameters of the internal field. But, the redfield function only
represents dynamic Gaussian-type distribution of local field, so it is not generally
applicable to differentiate static or dynamic internal fields.

1.8.2 Dynamic local field

Eq. 1.6 represents the random local fields fluctuate with the same fluctuation rate
or single fluctuation rate. When internal fields fluctuate with different fluctuation
rates, muon spin relaxation function will be represented by stretched exponential
function [84, 29, 154].

G (t) = exp (−λt)β . (1.9)

with 0 < β < 1. Writing a distribution of fluctuation rate as P (λ), the Eq. (1.9) can
be described by

G (t) =
∫ ∞

0
P (λ) exp (−λt) = exp (−λt)β . (1.10)

The stretched exponential well approaches µSR time spectra of spin glass system
with stretched parameter value tending to be 1/2 [163], and it has been usually used
to study the homogeneity or the uniformity of the sample. Furthermore the stretched
exponential can also approache intermediate µSR time spectra in between Gaussian-
and Lorentzian-shape with stretching parameter value 1 < β < 2 before going to a
condition 0 < β < 1 as reported in previous studies[155, 57, 169]. However the
dependence of β and λ parameters for 1 < β < 2 in temperature has not had any
established physical interpretation.

1.8.3 Static local field

The intermediate static line shapes can be also obtained from modifying Gaussian
and Lorentzian Kubo-Toyabe function in the form [39, 204]

PSKT (t) =
1
3
+

2
3

(
1− (λt)β

)
exp

(
− (λt)β

β

)
. (1.11)

This function have both intermediate initial lineshape and a dip in between Gaus-
sian and Lorentzian Kubo-Toyabe functions, and its tail also saturates at the same
location as both functions. In general, there has been no any acceptable proof that
show a specific condition of random magnetic dipole moments to generate inter-
mediate distribution character of local field associated with stretched Kubo-Toyabe
function. Random dipole magnetic moments in between dilute and dense concentra-
tion has been proposed to underlay the intermediate distribution character of local
field [204], but it has not been still generally accepted.
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1.9 Problems and Purposes

1.9.1 Problems

The µSR time spectra of La2−xSrxCuO4 and λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 shown intermediate re-
laxation in between Gaussian and Lorentzian-shapes. In the La2−xSrxCuO4 (x=2.4%)
case, the changes from Gaussian to Lorentzian relaxations takes place when temper-
ature decrease close to a transition temperature associated with spin glass or SDW
states. While the intermediate character of relaxation in λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 exhib-
ited temperature-independent which indicates muon spins only sense static random
field, and the random local field is weak indicated by the absence of a Kubo-Toyabe
dip.

A key issue to apply µSR in order to understand electronic properties is how to
choose appropriate functions to analyze µSR time spectra. The intermediate relax-
ation may be approached by different functions where it may have different origin
as shown in 1.8, so it will work under specific circumstances. Attributed assump-
tions make some functions for instance both a product of exponential and Gaussian
Kubo-Toyabe functions and a stretched exponential/Kubo-Toyabe function may be
not appropriate to be used to reveal real features of static and dynamic properties
of electronic state. Furthermore there is no appropriate general analysis function
existing until now.

1.9.2 Purposes

1. Develop analysis functions of µSR time spectra in case of that the muon de-
polarizes in random static magnetic fields which have intermediate states in
between the Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions.

2. Deliver responses of the intermediate analysis function against applied mag-
netic fields along the initial muon-spin polarization and dynamic fluctuations
of internal fields at the muon site.

3. Approach the µSR time spectra of La2−xSrxCuO4 and λ-(BETS)2 GaCl4 with
developed functions and discuss the origin of the intermediate state.
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Chapter 2

µSR Technique

2.1 Muon Properties and Principles of µSR

In a µSR experiment, polarized muons are implanted in to material, and internal
magnetic field at muon site will depolarize the muon spins. The internal field at
muon site generally is a magnetic vector of summation of all contributed magnetic
field that is

~Btot = ~B0 + ~Bdip + ~Bhyper + ~BRKKY + ~Bdia, (2.1)

with ~B0 is an applied external field, ~Bdip is dipole field from electronic or magnetic
moments, ~Bhyper is the transferred hyperfine field due to the presence of spin den-
sity at muon site,~BRKKY is the transferred hyperfine field due to a coupling between
muon and electronic spins mediated by conduction electron, and ~Bdia is diamag-
netic field coming from screening current at superconducting state. The polarized
muons are naturally governed by the parity-violating weak interaction theoretically
predicted by Lee and Yang [114], and Wu etal. [226] experimentally confirmed the
hypothesis by Lee and Yang observing the asymmetric beta decay of 60Co nuclei.
spin-polarized The first non-conservation of parity takes place in the decay of pion
into muon and antineutrino.

π → µν̄ (2.2)

The parity of meson that included pion is −1, since muon as lepton particle and
antineutrino have the same parity (+1), then the parity of left and right sides of Eq.
(2.2) will be different. This non−conservative parity makes muons become polarized
along the muon momentum axis [64]. The second non−conservation of parity is in
the decay of muon

π → eνν̄ (2.3)

Since the parity of electron/positron and muon (+/−) is the same, and the par-
ity of neutrino and antineutrino are +1 and−1 respectively, then the parity between
two sides of Eq. (2.3) will be also different. The second non−conservative of par-
ity causes electrons be emitted anisotropically about the muon polarization axis [64].
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TABLE 2.1: The properties of muon, µB is the Bohr magneton

Property Value

Mass (m) 1.8835×10−28 KG
Charge (q) +1.602× 10−19 C
Spin (S) 1/2
Magnetic Moment(µ) 0.004 µB
Gyromagnetic ratio (τ) 8.51616 × 104 rad s−1 G−1

Mean life time (τ) 2.197 µs

Garwin etal. [60] then performed that the translational momentum of positrons from
the decay of muon is prefentially along the direction of polarized-muons and being
considered as first muon-spin relaxation experiments. In the two above decay pro-
cesses must obey the conservation of baryon and lepton numbers.

Muons are categorized as charges leptons and have the same family as electrons
with lifetime being 2.2 µs. The matter (π+) and antimatter (π−) of muons belong
to positive and negative electron charges, and their mass is 200 times heavier than
electron mass make their gyromagnetic ratio exceed other source of probes such as
electron and neutron and become very sensitive to magnetic fields. The table 2. 2. 1
summary the properties of muons.

Muons at a µSR experiment are resulted by pions decay. The pions is created
by high energy accelerated protons which collide a graphite and produce spin−zero
pions where the collision obeys the charge conservation as

p + p→ p + n + π+ (2.4)

p + n→ p + p + π−

The pions will decay into muon and neutrino, and because the pions are spinless
and the spin and linear momentum of neutrinos are antiparallel, so at a rest frame,
according to the conservation of linear and angular momenta, the momentum of
muon and neutrino will be same but with opposite direction. To deliver muons to
targeted sample, dipole and quadrupole magnets are applied to control muons. Dur-
ing interacting with electric fields, only muon momentum changed since muon spin
does not couple to electric fields. Inside targeted material, the muons will experience
scattering process, generate ionization and capture and release electron in interval
time between 10−10−10−9, and finally diffuse or tunnel in local electronic potential
and localize at muon sites. During this thermalization process, muons will be still
almost 100% polarized.

Muons will undergo decay into positron, electron-neutrino and muon-antineutrino
following a reaction:
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FIGURE 2.1: The illustration of the parity violation in the decay of a
muon.

µ+ → e+ + υe + ῡµ (2.5)

The angular probability to find positron in any direction at angle θ and energy ε

is proportional to due to the second no-conservation of parity in the decay of muons

W (ε, θ) ∝ 1 + a (ε) cos θ (2.6)

The illustration of broken parity symmetry is given by following picture. The
red vector represents the muon spin, and e+ is a positron with velocity v̄. Spin is
an “axial” vector, so it does not change under parity ~S → −~S, while the velocity is
a “polar” vector, so it will change under parity action ~v → −~v. The panel B of Fig.
2. 5 is the process the decay of a positive muon under parity causing the angular
probability will be

W (ε, θ) ∝ 1 + a (ε) cos (π − θ) = 1− a (ε) cos (θ) 6= 1 + a (ε) cos (θ) (2.7)

with a (ε) is the asymmetry parameter. Fig. 2. 6 shows the distribution function of
energy and asymmetry parameter as a function of energy.

The µSR experiment experiment can be done with or without applied external
fields, and detectors will monitor the time evolution of muon spins. To monitor the
time evolution of muon spin relaxating in dynamic/static internal magnetic field,
the forward and backward detectors are installed to record the number of positrons
as a function of angle and time. In material, due to the internal field, the cos θ in
Eq. (2.7) will be time-dependent known as muon spin depolarization function. The
number of positron as a function of time in the forward and backward detectors will
depend on muon depolarization function and the decay rate following a relation
NF,B = N0 exp

(
−t/τµ

)
[1± a0Pz (t)], so the muon depolarization function can be

extracted from above equation:
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FIGURE 2.2: The probability function of energy (left panel). Asym-
metry parameter as function of energy (right panel)[224].

a0Pz (t) =
NF (t)− NB (t)
NF (t)− NB (t)

, (2.8)

with Pz (t) is muon depolarization function or muon polarization/relaxation func-
tion.

2.1.1 Experimental setups

µSR experimental setup consists of the muon beamline, a detector system (spectrom-
eter) to detect coming muon and or its correlated positron, the presence of applied
field to conduct Knight-shift experiment and to perform Vortex behavior in super-
conducting state, and a sample place with temperature arranger. The muon beam-
lines can be sent into a sample in the from of a continuous- and pulsed-beams. In
the case of continuous beamline, the detection of coming muon by the first spec-
trometer and the correlated positron by the second spectrometer are called an event,
and the process of events counting is arranged in a such away so only one event
in µSR time window. The forward- and backward-detector to detect the positrons
are located around 2 cm from the sample. The time resolution for the continuous
beamline originate from the limitation of detector and electronics in order of 50 ps,
so the continuous beam can detect internal fields up to 600 MHz associating with
the period of Larmor precession around 1 ns. In µSR experiment with pulsed beam-
lines, the time resolution in the same order as the Gaussian pulse width of muons
with HWHM 80 ns, and the distance between muon pulse is 20 ms. The number
of muons in every pulse of beam are the order of thousand muons, and the muons
number enhance the probability of muons experiencing longer lifetime. It make a
time window of pulsed muon beamlines expand more than 20µs.

The are two-type of µSR measurement geometries that are zero-field (ZF) or
Longitudinal-field (LF) techniques and transverse-field (TF) technique. In ZF-experiment,
there is no external field applied to sample, so implanted muons only depolarized
in internal field of the sample. The direction of muon spins is anti-parallel to muon
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FIGURE 2.3: The schematic illustration of ZF µSR geometry. The
forward- and backward-detector located around 2 cm from the sam-

ple. [231]

FIGURE 2.4: The schematic illustration of LF µSR geometry. ~Bext is an
applied field [231]

beam direction as shown by Fig. 2.7. The LF-experiment is designed to differentiate
whether the internal fields on muon site is dynamic or static specially when the dip-
of static lineshapes do not present in µSR time window. An external field is applied
in a direction which parallel to muom beam direction and anti-parallel with respect
to initial muon direction as shown by Fig. 2.8. The applied field will enhance the
contribution of static field components which is parallel to muon beam line, and the
applied field which is 10 bigger than the static distribution width will decouple the
internal fields whereas, with the same applied field, the fast fluctuation fields will
not almost affect the static lineshapes.

2.2 Muon Depolarization Function (Analysis Function)

In classical picture via Larmor precession and field distribution approach, a muon
spin depolarization function is the average of time evolution of cosine between
muon spin direction at any time and initial muon spin direction or before preces-
sion. The analysis functions are unique functions representing how the electronic
and nuclear magnetic moments distributed in space and or evolve in time. For sin-
gle magnetic field sensed by muon ensemble, this function is mathematically ex-
pressed as the projection of muon spin with respect to the initial direction of muon
spin. The physics mechanism of relaxation muon in the internal magnetic field can
be approached classically or quantum way. According to a classical electromagnetic
theory, when a magnetic moment (~µ) presents in the magnetic field, it will rotate
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FIGURE 2.5: The schematic of Larmor precession with initial direction
of polarized muon in z−direction.

about an axis that is parallel to the direction of magnetic field
(
~B
)

known as Larmor
precession, see Fig. 2. 7.

The torque of the rotation (~τ) simply expressed as

~τ = ~µ× ~B→ d~S
dt

= γµ
~S× ~B (2.9)

Since muon spin depolarization function for muon ensemble in single magnetic field
defined as

Pz (t) =
~S (t) · ~S (t = 0)∣∣~S (t = 0)

∣∣2 (2.10)

so it is obtained the muon depolarization function:

Pz (t) = cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos ωt (2.11)

=
B2

z
B2 +

B2
x + B2

y

B2 cos ωt (2.12)

with ω = γµB is the angular momentum of muon precision.
From quantum mechanic, a muon polarization function is the average value of

the operator of Pauli spin as a function time in a direction with respect to the axis
of observation for instance in z−direction. In Heisenberg picture where dynamic
operator is time-dependent and the wave function is time-independent, the muon
polarization function is represented by

〈
σ̂z (t)

〉
= Tr {ρ̂ · σ̂z (t)} , (2.13)

with ρ̂ is the density operator of system and σ̂z (t) = exp
(
iĤt/h̄

)
σ̂z exp

(
−iĤt/h̄

)
.

Since the probability to find muon spin in z−direction will be ½, and the product of
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eigen state of spin muon in the magnetic field will be σ̂z (t), Eq. (16) can be rewritten
as

〈
σ̂z (t)

〉
= Tr {σ̂z (t) · σ̂z (t)} =

1
2 ∑

m,n

∣∣ 〈m| σ̂z |n〉
∣∣2 cos (ωm,nt) , (2.14)

with m and n represent the eigenstates of Hamiltonian of muon spin in the magnetic
field. The Hamiltonian for muon in the magnetic field in spherical polar coordinate
can be expressed by

Ĥ = −~µ · ~B =

[
cos θ sin θ exp (−iφ)

sin θ exp (iφ) cos θ

]
(2.15)

The eigenstates from the solution of time-independent Schrödinger equation with
respect to Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.15) is

|E+〉 = sin
(

θ

2

)
exp

(
−φ

2

)
|↑〉 − cos

(
θ

2

)
exp

(
φ

2

)
|↓〉 (2.16)

|E−〉 = cos
(

θ

2

)
exp

(
−φ

2

)
|↑〉+ sin

(
θ

2

)
exp

(
φ

2

)
|↓〉

Putting Eq. (2.16) into Equation (2.14), it obtained

Pz (t) =
〈
σ̂z (t)

〉
= cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos ωt (2.17)
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Chapter 3

A Model of Field Distribution for
Intermediate Relaxation of µSR
Time Spectra

3.1 Field distribution and relaxation function under coexis-
tence of Gaussian and Lorentzian

3.1.1 Conversion between 3D and 1D magnetic field distributions

We start from showing how the 1D and 3D distributions of magnetic fields can be
related when the field direction is random (namely, isotropic). First, we define the
probability of finding a site with the magnetic field ~B =

(
Bx, By, Bz

)
as ρ3

(
~B
)

d3~B

(see Fig.1). If the field distribution is isotropic with ρ3

(
~B
)

having no dependence

on the direction, we may write ρ3

(
~B
)

d3~B = ρ3 (B) B2 dB (cos θ) dφ, where B is the
size of the local field. We also define the distribution of the field size as ρR dB, then
ρR (B) = 4πB2ρ3 (B). The distribution of the field component in one direction, for
example Bz, is given by ρ1 (Bz) dBz. In the cylindrical coordinate

(
Bz, Bρ, φ

)
, we get

by projection

ρ1 (Bz) =
∫ ∞

0
ρ3 (B) 2πBρdBρ (3.1)

where B2 = B2
2 + B2

ρ and the integration is done keeping Bz constant. Using BdB =

Bρ dBρ,

ρ1 (Bz) =
∫ ∞

Bz

ρ3 (B) 2πB dB. (3.2)

It follows,

dρ1 (Bz)

dBz
= −2πBzρ3 (Bz) . (3.3)

As the expression of the variable does not matter, we rewrite Eq. (3.1) as

ρ3 (B) = − 1
2πB

ρ1 (B)
dB

(3.4)
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and
ρR (B) = −2B

dρ1 (B)
dB

. (3.5)

We set two distributions of B, Gaussian and Lorentzian. Each distribution is charac-
terized by ∆ or a as the width of the distribution. For Gaussian, we get

ρ1,G (B) =
γµ√
2π∆

exp

(
−

γ2
µB2

2∆2

)
, (3.6a)

ρ3,G (B) =
γ3

µ

(2π)3/2 ∆3
exp

(
−

γ2
µB2

2∆2

)
, (3.6b)

ρR,G (B) =
2
√

γ3
µ√

π∆3
B2 exp

(
−

γ2
µB2

2∆2

)
. (3.6c)

For the Lorentzian case,

ρ1,L (B) =
γ

π

a(
a2 + γ2

µB2
) , (3.7a)

ρ3,L (B) =
γ3

µ

π3
a2(

a2 + γ2
µB2
)2 , (3.7b)

ρR,L (B) =
4γ3

µ

π

aB2(
a2 + γ2

µB2
)2 . (3.7c)

3.1.2 3D convolution of the static magnetic field distribution

First, we describe the distribution ρGL (B) as the convolution of the Gaussian and
Lorentzian fields. For the distribution of the summed field component in one direc-
tion, we can use 1D convolution,

ρ1,GL (B) =
∫

ρ1,G (B− B1) ρ1,L (B1) dB1 (3.8)

=
aγ2

µ√
2π3/2∆

∫ exp
(
−γ2

µ(B−B1)
2

2∆2

)
(

a2 + γ2
µB2
) dB1.

To obtain the 3D distribution ρ3

(
~B
)

of the vector summed field, we need 3D con-

volution. The convolution should be done by varying one of the fields, ~B1, while
the other field is automatically determined. This leads to that ~B2 = ~B − ~B1. The
probability of having ~B1 and ~B2 at the same time is ρ3,G

(
~B2

)
ρ3,L

(
~B1

)
. This proba-

bility should be integrated for all possible ~B1 to find the probability of having field
~B. Thus,
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FIGURE 3.1: Relation between the 3D field distribution, ρ3

(
~B
)

and
its distribution projection in one dimension, ρ1 (Bi). We also de-
fine the field size distribution, ρR (B). They are normalized so that∫ ∞
−∞ ρ1 (Bi) dBi = 1, 4π

∫ ∞
0 ρ3 (B) B2 dB = 1, and

∫ ∞
0 ρR (B) dB = 1

.

ρ3,GL

(
~B
)
=
∫

ρ3,G

(
~B2

)
ρ3,GL

(
~B1

)
d3~B1 (3.9)

=
∫ ∫

ρ3,G (B2) ρ3,GL (B1) B2
1 dB1 d (cos θ1)

=
aγ6

µ

23/2π7/2

∫ ∫ exp
(
−γ2

µB2
2

2∆2

)
(

a2 + γ2
µB2

1

)2 B2
1dB1.

where B2
2 = B2 + B2

1 − 2B1B cos θ1. The integration over cos θ1 can be done analyti-
cally and this gives

ρ3,GL (B) =

√
2aγ4

µ

π3/2∆

∫ ∞

0

[
BB1 exp

(
−γ2

µ(B+B1)
2

2∆2

)
− exp

(
−γ2

µ(B−B1)
2

2∆2

)]
(

a2 + γ2
µB2

1

)2 dB1 (3.10)

=

√
2aγ4

µ

π3/2∆

∫ ∞

−∞

BB1 exp
(
−γ2

µ(B−B2
1)

2∆2

)
(

a2 + γ2
µB2

1

)2 dB1.

Next, we show another derivation of the 3D convolution form. When two inde-
pendent distributions contribute, the projected sum of fields is represented by the
1D convolution,
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ρ1,GL (B) =
∫ ∞

−∞
ρ1,G (B− B1) ρ1,L (B1) dB1. (3.11)

As the sum of field distribution is also isotropic, using the relation Eq.(4.9), we get

ρR,GL (B) = − 2B
dρ1,GL (B)

dB
(3.12)

=
∫

(−2B)
dρ1,G (B− B1)

dB
ρ1,GL (B1) dB1.

It can be shown that this lead to the same form as Eq.(4.14). However, instead, we
here derive another form, applying the Fourier transform to obtain the relaxation
function.

ρR,GL (B) =
∫

(−2 (B− B1)− 2B1)
(dρ1,G (B− B1))

dB
ρ1,L (B1) dB1 (3.13)

from the relations,−2 (B− B1)
dρ1,G(B−B1)

dB = ρR,G (B− B1) and dρ1,G(B−B1)
dB = − dρ1,G(B−B1)

dB1
,

ρR,GL (B) =
∫ ∞

−∞
ρR,G (B− B1) ρ1,L (B1) dB1 +

∫ ∞

−∞
ρ1,G (B− B1) ρR,L (B1) dB1

− 2
∫ ∞

−∞
ρ1,G (B− B1) ρ1,L (B1) dB1. (3.14)

As the above handling is purely mathematical, we should note that ρR’s are defined
even in negative B range by Eq.(4.9) and ρR (−B) = ρR (B) as ρ1 (B)’s are assumed
symmetric.

3.1.3 Muon spin relaxation function under isotropic field distribution

Now, let’s discuss muon spin in referring to internal-field distribution ρR (B). Hence,
muons have a polarization-axis as ensemble, and the polarization can be depolar-
ized (relaxed) in time due to the spin-precession around the internal field, because
each muon will sense a different magnetic field at the specific position of the muon.
For simplicity, let’s describe in a semi-classical manner. An example of muon-spin-
precession is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Taking the quantum axis to be in
the direction of the muon polarization at t = 0, θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal
angles of B at the muon site, respectively. The B distributes randomly in the angle
referring to the quantum-axis. Its field strength is described by the 3D distribution
ρ3 (B) (or the size distribution ρR (B)). The muon spin precesses around B with the
Larmor precession frequency,ωµ, where ωµ = γµB. By taking ensemble, the compo-
nent vertical to the initial polarization is canceled out because of the symmetry and
only the spin polarization parallel to the initial spin remains,
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FIGURE 3.2: The spin rotation in zero-field. Decomposition of the
muon polarization into the spin-conserving part, cos2 θ, and and the
spin-precession part, sin2 θ, are given. The precession part rotates
around the internal magnetic field ~B with Larmor frequency of γµB

.

P (t) =
∫ ∫ ∫ (

cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos
(
γµBt

))
ρ3 (B) d3~B (3.15)

=
∫

dB
∫ (

cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos
(
γµBt

))
ρ3 (B)

1
2

ρR (B) .

In the case of an isotropic field distribution, ρR (B) is independent of θ, so the we
can take an integral over cos θ, resulting in

P (t) =
1
3
+

2
3

∫ ∞

0
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρR (B) dB =

1
3
+

2
3

Posc (t) (3.16)

The Posc is the oscilation component of the muon−spin relaxation. We here define
two Fourier transform, one in the range 0 to ∞ and the other in the range −∞ to ∞
as follows,

ρ̂+ =
∫ ∞

0
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρ (B) dB (3.17)

ρ̂ (t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρ (B) dB.

For symmetric distribution ρ (B), ρ̂ (t) = 2σ̂+ (t).
Now, we set Posc (t) = σ̂+

R,GL, where the field distribution is given as the convolu-
tion Eq.(3.14).
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ρ̂+R,GL (t) =
1
2

σ̂R,GL (t) (3.18)

=
1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρR,GL (B) dB

=
1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

) [∫ ∞

−∞
ρρR,G (B− B1) ρ1,L (B1) dB1

]
dB

1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

) [∫ ∞

−∞
ρ1,G (B− B1) ρR,L (B1) dB1

]
dB∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

) [∫ ∞

−∞
ρ1, G (B− B1) ρ1,L (B1) dB1

]
dB

Using the well-known principles of the Fourier transform of functions f and g, ad-
ditive principle

(
f̂ + g

)
= f̂ + ĝ and convolution principle

(
f̂ ? g

)
= f̂ × ĝ, where

f ? g means convolution,

ρ̂+R,GL =
1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρR,G (B) dB

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρ1,L (B) dB (3.19)

1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρ1,G (B) dB

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρR,L (B) dB

1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρ1,G (B) dB

∫ ∞

−∞
cos

(
γµBt

)
ρ1,L (B) dB

=
1
2

ρ̂R,G (t) ρ̂1,L (t) +
1
2

ρ̂1,G (t) ρ̂R,L (t)−
1
2

ρ̂1,G (t) ρ̂1,L (t)

= ρ̂+R,G (t) ρ̂1,L (t) + ρ̂1,G (t) ρ̂+R,L (t)− ρ̂1,G (t) ρ̂1,L (t)

Note that the relation is applicable as far as the two distributions are indepen-
dent and both isotropic. In a special case when the two distributions are Gaussian
and Lorentzian, their Fourier counterparts are well-known including those for 3D
distributions [68, 104, 103],

ρ̂1,G (t) = exp
(
−∆2t2

2

)
(3.20a)

ρ̂+R,G (t) =
(
1− ∆2t2) exp

(
−∆2t2

2

)
(3.20b)

ρ̂1,L (t) = exp (−at) (3.20c)

ρ̂+R,L (t) = (1− at) exp (−at) . (3.20d)

We get

ρ̂+R,GL (t) =
(
1− ∆2t2 − at

)
exp

(
−∆2t2

2

)
exp (−at) (3.21)
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FIGURE 3.3: Simulation of Eq.(4.26) with different mixing ratio of
Lorentzian and Gaussian, fL=0, 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, and 1, while keeping√

∆2 + a2 = 1µs−1. The locations of the minimum are also shown by
open marks.

as the oscillation part. Thus, the relaxation function under random directional field
distribution is

PGLKT (t) =
1
3
+

2
3
(
1− ∆2t2 − at

)
exp

(
−∆2t2

2

)
exp (−at) (3.22)

This is the correct extension form of the Kubo-Toyabe relaxation function [104,
103] for the convoluted distribution of Gaussian and Lorentzian. The function be-
comes Gaussian Kubo- Toyabe if a = 0 and Kubo−Toyabe if ∆. The same func-
tion unction was mentioned in [124, 121] although no detail derivations were shown
there.

The behavior of Eq.(3.22) is graphically shown in Fig. 4.3 by changing the fraction
of Lorentzian source contribution fL = a2/

(
∆2 + a2) while keeping

√
∆2 + a2 =

1µs−1. One of the most characteristic features of the relaxation function is the dip.
The location of the minimum of the dip can be found by taking the derivative of
PGLKT (t) and solving the cubic equation

∆4t3 + 2a∆2t2 +
(
a2 − 3∆2) t2 − 2a = 0. (3.23)

Using Cardano’s method, we get as the solution

tmin =
2
3

[√
b2 + 9 cos (φ/3)− b

]
/∆, (3.24)

where b = a/∆, and φ
(
0 ∼ π

2

)
is chosen so that tan φ =

√
(1 + 9/b2)3 − 1. In here,

the Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions have the minimum dip in their shape at
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FIGURE 3.4: Comparison of the oscillating part of the re-
laxation function of Eq.(3.22) with other functions given
as products of the relaxation functions of Gaussian- and
Lorentzian-origin with ∆ = 0.707µs−1 and a = 0.707µs−1,
respectively. G: Gaussian, GKT: Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe, L:
Lorentzian, LKT: Lorentzian Kubo-Toyabe, and GLKT: ex-
tended Kubo-Toyabe function [Eq. (3.22)]for the convolution
of Gaussian and Lorentzian. G*L: exp

(
−∆2t2

2 − at
)

, GKT*L:(
1− ∆2t2) exp

(
−∆2t2

2 − at
)

, G*LKT: (1− at) exp
(
−∆2t2

2 − at
)

,

GKT*LKT:
(
1− ∆2t2) (1− at)exp

(
−∆2t2

2 − at
)

, and GLKT:(
1− ∆2t2 − at

)
tmin =

√
3/∆ and 2/a, respectively.

3.2 Comparison with other relaxation functions

There have been used several different relaxation functions in an attempt to fit the
µSR time spectrum in the cross-over regime. Typical trials were to approximate the
relaxation as a product of functions of Gaussian and Lorentzian origin. The dip
described in Eq.(3.22) can be compared with several different combinations of the
product in Fig. 3.4. Unfortunately, it is obvious that no other function form is suc-
cessful in reproducing the correct form.

We tested how the SKT function, Eq.(1.11), can be compared to the exact form.
Since there is no equation known relating α and λ to ∆ and a, α and λ were just cho-
sen, making the functions the best matched. Figure 3.5 shows a reasonable match as
seen for the case of fL = 0.05. Table 3.1 shows the fitted α and λ parameters for sev-
eral mixing ratios. The root- mean-square (RMS) deviation from the exact function
is also shown. The stretched function parameters seem to reasonably approximate
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TABLE 3.1: Parameters of Eq. (3.22) given by a fit to Eq. (1.11). The
fL is the mixing ratio of the Lorentzian source. The RMS is the root-

mean-square discrepancy between the two functions.

Source distribution, PGLKT (t) Stretched Kubo-Toyabe, PSKT (t)
fL ∆ a αS λS RMS

0.00 1.0000 0.0000 2.0000 1.0000 0.0000
0.25 0.8660 0.5000 1.4933 1.1791 0.0083
0.50 0.7071 0.7071 1.3146 1.1748 0.0080
0.75 0.5000 0.8660 1.1638 1.1178 0.0059
1.00 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000

FIGURE 3.5: Top: Comparison of the exact relaxation function
Eq.(4.26) (solid line), and Eq.(4.4) (dashed line) for fL = 0.5 with√

∆2 + a2 = 1µs−1. Bottom: Difference between Eq.(4.4) and
Eq.(4.26). The best fit was made with α = 1.315 and λ = 1.175µs−1

the exact function within the RMS deviation ∼ 1%. However, some differences are
evident such as the slower decrease in PSKT (t) at time zero. Note that the physics
basis of the SKT function is vague compared to the exact form.

3.3 Responses of the intermediate analysis function against
external parameters

3.3.1 Responses to magnetic fields

The µSR experiment in the zero-field condition is the unique and strong advantage
to use the muon which has the self-polarization along of its initial spin direction. In
addition to this, responses of the µSR time spectrum in magnetic fields applied from
outside to materials are also important to investigate dynamic and static properties
of local fields at the muon site [68, 205]. In order to investigate dynamic properties
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of local fields at the muon site, the magnetic field is applied along the same direction
of the initial muon-spin polarization. We call this applied magnetic field as the lon-
gitudinal field (LF). Accordingly, we also created the general formation to describe
the magnetic field dependence of our developed intermediate analysis function.

In order to describe the LF dependence of the µSR time spectrum, we need to
add is LF with the amount of B0 along the quantum axis which is the same with
the initial muon- spin polarization. Since it was not so easy to write down the LF
dependence following the same detail manner from the concept drawn in Fig. 1, we
used a different way to derive the final equation. That is to use the Kubo formula
with the Fourier transform of the field distribution [103].

Pz (t, B0) = 1− 2t
(

d
dt

[Q (t)]
)

cos ω0t

(ω0t)2 +
2

ω2
0

lim
t→0

(
d
dt [Q (t)]

t

)

+ 2
∫ t

0

sin ω0τ

ω3
0τ

d
dτ

(
d

dτ [Q (τ)]

τ

)
dτ.

(3.25)

Here, ω0 = γµB0. The Q (t) is a Fourier transform of the convoluted distribution
between Gaussian and Lorentzian. Referencing Eq.(4.26), Q (t) is given as follows.

Q (t) = exp
(
−at− ∆2t2

2

)
(3.26)

Simply calculate this equation, we reach to the required equation to draw the LF
dependence of the muon-spin polarization, PLFGLKT (t, B0), as;

PLFGLKT (t) = 1− a
ω0

(
J1 (ω0t) exp

(
−at− ∆2t2

2

))
− 2∆2

ω2
0

(
1− exp

(
−at− ∆2t2

2

)
cos (ω0t)

)
− a2

ω2
0

(
J0 (ω0t) exp

(
−at− ∆2t2

2

)
− 1
)

−
[

1 +
(

a2 − 3∆2

ω2
0

)]
a
∫ t

0
J0 (ω0τ) exp

(
−aτ − ∆2τ2

2

)
dτ

−
(

a2∆2

ω2
0
− 2∆4

ω3
0

) ∫ t

0
sin (ω0τ) exp

(
−aτ − ∆2τ2

2

)
dτ

− a∆2

ω2
0

∫ t

0
cos (ω0τ) exp

(
−aτ − ∆2τ2

2

)
dτ.

(3.27)

in here, J0 and J1 are the 0th and 1st order spherical Bessel functions, respectively.
Other expressions are the same with those used in the previous sections. Figure
3.6 shows the schematic drawing of Eq.(3.27) in the case of ∆ = a0.707µssec1 with
changing LF.

The LF dependence of the time spectrum with increasing LF described by Eq.(3.27)
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FIGURE 3.6: Eq.(4.31) against variable longitudinal fields with ∆ =
a = 0.707µsec1. In the case of ω0

a � 10, the time spectrum is nearly
decoupled from the internal field which has the intermediate distri-

bution between Gaussian and Lorentzian.

has the similar characters to those of the Gaussian and Lorentzian functions [68, 205].
Those are 1) the dip in the time spectrum becomes smaller, ii) the so-called 1

3 -tail of
the spectrum goes up and iii) the additional muon-spin precession around LF with
the small amplitude appears in the earlier time region, and iv) the time spectrum be-
comes almost decoupled from local fields and locked along by LF keeping the initial
muon-spin polarization in the case of ω0

a � 10.

3.3.2 Responses to dynamic local fields

In many cases, we need to discuss dynamic effects on the µSR time spectrum. Changes
in local fields at the muon site in time are caused by magnetic transitions [203, 27,
87, 80, 216, 237, 141, 157, 8], molecular dynamics [25], ion/spin diffusions and muon
motions [144, 79, 219, 196, 126, 165, 86]. If those dynamic changes in local fields hap-
pen within the µSR time window (10−6-10−11 sec), the µSR time spectrum is affected
and shows different behavior from the static scenario which was given in previous
sections.

Accordingly, we describe the dynamic effect on the basis of Eq.(3.22). In order to
do this, we need to set some assumptions on the dynamic effect following the well
established ways to take into account the dynamic motion of the muon [68]. Those
are i) local fields at the muon site do not change in time, ii) the muon is hopping in
local fields, iii) the muon’s motion can be described as the Markov process with the
hopping frequency of υ on the basis of the strong-collision model, iv) the hopping
frequency is within the µSR characteristic time window.

What happen on the muon in those dynamic conditions is as follows. When the
muon is trapped at one position at time t, the muon sees static local fields distributed
at the muon position and shows the Larmor precession motion. The muon does not
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hop during a short time t′ after t and depolarizes its spin polarization following
Eq.(3.22). Just after the muon hops to a next place after t′, the muon starts to see dif-
ferent local fields and depolarizes again around those different local fields following
Eq.(3.22) with the different initial condition from that given at t. After the hopping
process is repeated within the µSR observation time which is typically up to around
20µsec in the case of the use of a pulsed muon [143], the final µSR time spectrum,
PDGLKT, can be described as the total sum of those hopping procedure as follows;

PDGLKT (t, υ) = exp (−υt)
[

PGLKT (t) + υ
∫ t

0
PGLKT (t− t1) PGLKT (t1) dt1

+υ2
∫ t

t2

∫ t2

0
PGLKT (t− t2) PGLKT (t2 − t1) PGLKT (t1) dt2 d1 + · · ·

]
(3.28)

The Eq.(39) is summarized as follows.

PDGLKT (t, υ) = exp (−υt) PGLKT (t) + υ
∫ t

0
exp

(
−υ
(
t− t′

))
PGLKT

(
t− t′

)
PDGLKT

(
t′, υ

)
dt′ (3.29)

Here, exp (−υ (t− t′)) is the correlation function of the muon’s hopping motion
on the basis of the strongly collision model [68]. The inverse of υ is related to
the dynamic muon-spin depolarization rate. This equation has to be solved self-
consistently because the right hand term includes the same depolarization term.

Figure 3.7 shows a schematic picture of Eq.(3.29) simulated by changing υ to be
0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500 MHz. ∆ and a were set to be some
convenient values in order to make simulated time spectra to be easy to see within
the experimental time region of µSR up to around 10 µsec. The overall picture of the
response of the µSR time spectrum is different from that described by Eq.(3.22) (Fig.
3.7(a) [68]) especially when the ratio a

∆ become large. The 1
3 -tail starts to relax first

when the value of υ increases from the zero value. With increasing the value of υ, the
dip disappears and the 1

3 -tail can no longer be observed. The time spectrum tends
to show no motional narrowing effect for the higher values of a

∆ . This is because of
the non-negligible LKT component in Eq.(3.29) which is well known not to show the
motional narrowing effect [55, 116, 188].

3.4 Comparison with µSR data

3.4.1 Muon-spin depolarization by distributed static local fields

Candidate materials to which Eq.(3.22) may be applied are organic molecules, es-
pecially organic molecular superconductors. The general tendency of the crystal
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FIGURE 3.7: Schematic picture of Eq.(3.29) against variable υ to be 0,
0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500 MHz. (a) The pure Gaussian
case [68], (b) a

∆ = 1
4 , (b) a

∆ = 1
2 and (b) a

∆ = 1. In the case of υ� 1 MHz,
the time spectrum no longer has the so-called 1

3 -tail.

structure of those kinds of organic systems shows low-dimensional and anisotropic
states. In addition, atomic components of those organic systems contain only light
elements that do not have large natural abundance of nuclear magnetic moments,
like C and O. Those conditions can realize non uniform and dilute spin conditions.

As an example, the intermediate µSR time spectrum was reported in the para-
magnetic state of the low dimensional organic superconductor, λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 with
(BETS=(CH2)2S2Se2S2(CH2)2) [180]. The λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 shows the superconduct-
ing state below about 5.3 K and does not have any clear localized magnetic moment
[77, 99, 180]. µSR time spectrum showed the intermediate shape and was indepen-
dent of temperature in the paramagnetic state [180]. We can technically analyze this
intermediate µSR time spectrum by using Eq.(1.9). However, this method is hard to
be appropriate because almost no localized electronic magnetic moment is expected
in this system. From the view point of µSR, the nuclear dipole field is well recog-
nized to be time independent due to the higher frequency of the µSR characteristic
time window which is much faster than dynamic fluctuations of nuclear dipoles [68].
Accordingly, Eq.(3.22) should be appropriate to analyze time spectra obtained from
the µSR measurement on λ-(BETS)2GaCl4

We applied Eq.(3.22) to intermediate µSR time spectra measured in λ-(BETS)2GaCl4.
Figure 8 is the best fit results done by using Eq.(3.22). The time spectrum was mea-
sured at 1 K, 10 K, 20 K, and 50 K in which the system is in the paramagnetic state
and the µSR time spectrum did not show the temperature dependence at all. The fit-
ting results seem to be well successful with value of a and ∆ to be 0.10(1) µsec−1 and
0.14(1)µsec−1, respectively. This results indicates that the distribution of local fields
at the muon site coming from surrounding nuclear dipoles deviates from Gaussian
and becomes to be the intermediate shape. Since λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 has the anisotropic
low-dimensional crystal structure, there are some spatial regions where the density
of nuclear dipoles is largely different. In such a case, some muons which stop near
the high- and low-density areas feel stronger and weaker local fields, respectively.
This condition makes the field distribution wider and deforms the Gaussian shape.
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FIGURE 3.8: Time spectra measured on λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 at 1 K, 10 K,
20 K and 50 K [180]. Green solid lines indicates the best fit result by

using using Eq.(4.26).

However, the deformation from the Gaussian shape due to non homogeneity of nu-
clear dipole will possibly occur if there are more than one muon site per unit cell.
Thus, muon stopping site on this material should be investigated.

The highly anisotropic low-dimensional crystal structure will result field anisotropy
on muon site, and, for layer structure, the second moment of Gaussian field from
dense nuclear dipoles will take a form ∆2

i = ∆2
j 6= ∆2

k . The anisotropy in Gaussian
field was reported will change both the relaxation rate and dip shape of isotropic
Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function, but it still persists the initial character of Gaussian
relaxation [51]. Since the Gaussian field anisotropy cannot produce observed inter-
mediate lineshapes, we propose Lorentzian field component should be contributed
by the low abundance of isotope nuclear dipoles. The Lorentzian field from this
dilute static randomly alignment of nuclear dipoles will convolute with Gaussian
field originating from high abundance of nuclear dipole isotope to form intermedi-
ate lineshapes in between Gaussian- and Lorentzian-shape. The effect of isotopes on
the change of Gaussian relaxation has been observed in PrPt4Ge12 [124]. Table 3.2
and 3.3 listed element isotopes of λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 have magnetic dipole moments.
We expected internal field from each low abundance of isotopes (Se, S, H and C) will
produce Lorentzian field, and the Lorentzian field from different low abundance
isotopes will convolute each other and remain Lorentzian. So did high abundance
isotopes. The Gaussian field from each high abundance isotopes (Ga, Cl and C) as
shown by table 3.2 will convolute each other, and the result of the convolution will
remain Gaussian.

3.4.2 Muon-spin depolarization by fluctuating dynamic local fields

In addition to the static regime, the dynamic regime due to the appearance of fluc-
tuating dynamic local fields also causes changes in the µSR time spectrum deform-
ing its shape from Gaussian to the intermediate one as the function of the tempera-
ture. An example showing this case was obtained on the La−based high-Tc oxide,
La2−xSrxCuO4 with x of 0.024. In this Sr-doping regime, the system was underdoped
of carriers and showed the magnetic transition around 10 K. Besides, the µSR time
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TABLE 3.2: Low abundance of elements isotopes with nuclear dipole
moments which is expected will contribute to Lorentzian field on

muon site

Element Abundance (%) µ(nm)

77
34Se 7.6 +0.535

33
16S 0.76 +0.644

2
1H 0.02 +0.857

13
16C 1.1 +0.702

TABLE 3.3: High abundance of elements isotopes with nuclear dipole
moments will contribute to Gaussian field on muon site

Element Abundance (%) µ(nm)

69
31Ga 60.11 +2.017

69
31Ga 39.89 +2.562

35
17Cl 76 +0.822

37
17Cl 24 +0.684

1
1H 99.98 +2.793
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FIGURE 3.9: Analysis results of time spectra measured in
La2−xSrxCuO4 for x=0.024 at various temperatures. Solid lines in the

figure indicate the best−fit results by using Eq.(3.29).

spectrum was found to start to divert from Gaussian below 100 K, forming the inter-
mediate shape [218, 217]. Our previous study on this system used Eq.(1.7) in order
to discuss changes in the time spectrum on the basis of the appearance of effects of
fluctuating dynamic local fields coming from surround electronic spins. Although
the fitting of time spectra seemed to be good, the possibility of the trading-off effect
between λ and ∆ could not be removed from the results and discussions. The similar
behavior of the µSR time spectrum in the paramagnetic state was also reported in
other high−Tc oxides [155, 190, 191], so that the origin of this change in the µSR time
spectrum in the paramagnetic state has been argued to be intrinsic to understand
the mechanism of the high-Tc superconductivity [210, 53, 229]. However, neither
static nor dynamic properties of local magnetic fields which causes tiny changes in
the µSR time spectrum has been clear due to the lack of the appropriate intermedi-
ate analysis function which can describe the time spectrum between Gaussian and
Lorentzian ones. Following this situation, we applied Eq.(3.29) to µSR time spectra
measured in La2−xSrxCuO4 for x=0.024 and tried to reveal the dynamic and static
properties of local fields at the muon site. In this case, we can recognize the fluctu-
ating internal field at the muon site as the relative motion against the muon within
the scheme of Eq.(3.29).

Figure 3.9 shows the fitting results of some of µSR time spectra observed at about
20 K, 35 K, 50 K and 100 K in La2−xSrxCuO4 for x=0.024. Below 20 K, the temperature
was too close to the magnetic transition temperature and the time spectrum becomes
nearly the simple Exponential type reflecting that the fluctuating internal field from
surrounding electrons became mandatory. As can be seen, the fitting results were
successful proving that Eq.(3.23) well worked to describe the intermediate state of
local fields including fluctuating dynamic components.

Figure 3.10 displays temperature dependences of ∆ (left), a (middle) and υ (right),
respectively. The present analysis by using Eq.(3.29) demonstrates independent
properties of each parameter. One new finding was that both ∆ and υ increased
below around 100 K at where the µSR time spectrum started to deviate from the
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FIGURE 3.10: Temperature dependence of ∆ (left), a (middle) and υ
(right) obtained by the application of Eq.(3.29), respectively. Changes
in ∆ was different from that obtained by applying the phenomeno-

logical function of Eq.(1.7). [218]

Gaussian shape while a still keeps to be almost nothing down to around 20 K. Es-
pecially, the temperature dependence of ∆ was different from that obtained in our
previous results [218]. Therefore, we can finalize that changes below about 100 K in
the time spectrum observed in La2−xSrxCuO4 for x=0.024 is not due to the trading-
off effect between ∆ and λ but due to increase of both the width of the static Gaussian
distribution and fluctuating internal fields at the muon site.
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Chapter 4

An approximation of the
3-dimensional Voigt Distribution
to Analyze µSR Time Spectra

4.1 Introduction

Analyzing µSR time spectra can access the information of the magnetic environment
of material via Larmor precession experienced by implanted muons. From field dis-
tribution approach, any material containing densely packed random static dipole
magnetic moments will generate Gaussian distributed random direction fields on
muon site, and the fields make the µSR time spectra perform Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe
relaxation [103]. In an opposite density, interactions between localized muon spins
and dilute randomly static dipole moments will show Lorentzian Kubo-Toyabe re-
laxation [205]. However static relaxations of µSR time spectra in some materials [108,
124] rise from not only Gaussian-distribution but also the Lorentzian-distribution
in a form of convolution know as Voigt function. The presence of static Voigt-
distributed internal fields had been proposed to be underlied by either the change of
the nature nuclear magnetic-moments for instance the effect of isotopes [108] or the
presence of low-concentration randomly static-electronic magnetic moments [124].

The initial Voigt µSR time spectra may originate from the static Gaussian fields
modified by either static- or dynamic-Lorentzian relaxations [190] for a temperature
interval at which thermal fluctuation plays role in magnetic dipole-moment dynam-
ics. The two-cause can be differentiated from relations between dynamic and static
parameters of internal fields in Longitudinal-field µSR experiments described by
Redfield function [192]. In the former case, the dynamic fields change only the tail
and dip of static lineshapes when the ratio of fluctuation rate with respect to the
distribution width of static fields is less than 5 [122], and the change of initial line-
shapes is created by the change of the distribution-type of static internal fields from
Gaussian-type. We have shown that this scenario have well approached the µSR
time spectra of La2−xSrxCuO4 (x = 0.024). whereas the dynamic paramater will
modify the static Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe line shapes at all time interval in the latter
case.
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The µSR depolarization function in zero-field (ZF) due to the isotropic Voigt dis-
tribution function can be obtained analytically even the one- and three-dimensional
Voigt function can be calculated only by numerical methods. This is caused by co-
sine Fourier transform naturally presents in the average value of ensemble Larmor
precession

PZF
KT =

1
3
+

2
3

∫ ∞

0
ρ(B) cos

(
γµBt

)
B2 dB, (4.1)

with ρ (B) is a distribution function of internal fields and γµ is the gyromagnetic
ratio of muon. Furthermore the µSR depolarization function in LF-condition due
to the 3-dimensional isotropic Voigt distribution can only be performed analytically
by a Kubo’s formula working with Fourier transform of 1-dimensional distribution
function [103]

PLF
KT (t, B0) = 1− 2t

(
d
dt

[Q (t)]
)

cos ω0t

(ω0t)2 +
2

ω2
0

lim
t→0

(
d
dt [Q (t)]

t

)

+ 2
∫ t

0

sin ω0τ

ω3
0τ

d
dτ

(
d

dτ [Q (τ)]

τ

)
dτ,

(4.2)

with ω0 = γµB0 and Q (t) is a Fourier transform of the 1-dimensional Voigt distri-
bution function. The lineshapes of the Voigt Kubo-Toyabe in early time show an
intermediate state between the Gaussian- and Lorentzian-relaxation, and the line-
shapes exhibit a slight different in both shape and location of the dip as the time
goes occurred in the ZF- and LF-conditions.

Besides Kubo’s formula, another possible way to analytically calculate the av-
erage Larmor precession experienced by static muons in Voigt random fields is by
approaching the Voigt distribution especially in LF-condition. Since the asymptotic
functions of the Voigt function are the Gaussian- and the Lorentzian-function, the
Voigt function can be approached by deconvoluting it in the form of an addition of
the independent both functions with a weighting factor known as the pseudo-Voigt
function [223, 178, 119, 75].

ρG↔L (B; a, ∆) ≈ n (a, ∆) ρG (B, ∆) + (1− n (a, ∆)) ρL (B; a) , (4.3)

with a and ∆ are the parameters relating to the Gaussian and Lorentzian distribution
widths. In one-dimensional Voigt function, the profile computation of pseudo-Voigt
function to fit experimental data has an advantage in time consuming compared
to Voigt-based function, but the accuracy of the pseudo-Voigt function vary among
different approaches to the weighting factor with accuracy up to 1% [94]. Whereas
the 3-dimensional pseudo-Voigt function and its potential practical application to fit
the µSR data has never been studied, even though this scheme may provide a simple
profile computation to handle more complex-type of the internal-field distribution
for instance anisotropic case.
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4.1.1 The 3-dimensional Voigt function of internal fields on muon site

In 3-dimensional Voigt function, the probability of stationary muons to experience
the internal field ~B or P

(
~B
)

will be a summation of all products of selecting ran-

domly internal field according to the Gaussian probability distribution function P
(
~B1

)
and the Lorentzian probably distribution function P

(
~B2

)
with a condition ~B =

~B1 + ~B2 or
P
(
~B = ~B 1 + ~B 2

)
= ∑

~B=~B 1+~B2

P
(
~B 1

)
P
(
~B 2

)
. (4.4)

The definition of Eq. (5.4) for internal fields continuously distributed may be illus-
trated by Fig. (5.1) where the probability of muon selecting the internal field ~B is

FIGURE 4.1: Probability to select internal field ~B according to a sum-
mation of the Gaussian ~B1 and Lorentzian ~B2 continuous random

variables

obtained from an integration with respect to all possible values of ~B = ~B1 + ~B2 with
the density probabilities for fields ~B1 and ~B2 represented by ρG

(
~B1

)
and ρL

(
~B2

)
. So,

the 3-dimensional Voigt ρG↔L (B) defined by the convolution of the Gaussian ρG (B1)

and the Lorentzian ρL (B2) distribution functions in continuous random variables as

ρG↔L

(
~B
)
= (ρG ~ ρL)

(
~B
)

=
∫

V
ρG

(
~B− ~B2

)
ρL

(
~B2

)
d3B

=
∫

V
ρG

(
~B1

)
ρL

(
~B− ~B1

)
d3B.

(4.5)
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For an isotropic case, the 3-dimensional Gaussian and Lorentzian distribution are
given by

ρG( B; a) =
γ3

µ

( 2π)
3
2 ∆3

exp

(
−

γ2
µB2

2∆2

)
;

B2 = B2
x + B2

y + B2
z

∆2 = ∆2
x = ∆2

y = ∆2
z

(4.6a)

ρL( B; a) =
γ3

µ

π2
a(

a2 + γ2
µB2
)2 ;

B2 = B2
x + B2

y + B2
z

a2 = a2
x = a2

y = a2
z ,

(4.6b)

so, the 3-dimensional isotropic Voigt distribution of the internal field B on muon
sites defined as

ρG↔L (B; a, ∆) =
aγ6

µ

∆32
3
2 π

7
2

∫ ∞

0

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

exp
(
−γ2

µB2
1

2∆2

)
B2

1 sin θ dθ dφ dB1(
a2 + γ2

µ

∣∣∣~B− ~B1

∣∣∣2)2

=
2

1
2 aγ2

µ

∆3π
5
2

∫ ∞

0

exp
(
−γ2

µB2
1

2∆2

)
B2

1 dB1(
a2

γ2
µ
+ (B + B1)

2
) (

a2

γ2
µ
+ (B− B1)

2
) (4.7a)

or

=
aγ4

µ

∆2
1
2 π

5
2

∫ ∞

0

exp
(
−γ2

µ(B−B2)
2

2∆2

)
− exp

(
γ2

µ(B−B2)
2

2∆2

)
(

a2 + γ2
µB2

2

)2

 B2 dB2

B
.

(4.7b)

The Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions in Eqs. (4.7a) and (4.7b) is normal-
ized, so the Voigt distribution will also be normalized. The peak of 3-dimensional
isotropic Voigt function (B = 0) can be calculated analytically, and we obtained

ρG↔L (0; a, ∆) =
γ3

µ

∆32
3
2 π

3
2

[(
1−Φ

(
a√
2∆

))
exp

(
−

γ2
µB2

2

2∆2

)(
1 +

a2

∆2

)
− a
√

2√
π∆

]
,

(4.8)
with Φ

(
a√
2∆

)
is an error function. Therefore the distribution of its orthogonal com-

ponents, Bi, given by ρG↔L (Bi) = (ρG ~ ρL) (Bi)

ρG↔L (Bi) =
γ2

µa
√

2π
3
2

∫ +∞

−∞

exp
(
−γ2

µ(Bi−B2i)
2

2∆2

)
a2 + γ2

µB2
2i

dB2i (4.9a)

=
γ2

µa
√

2π
3
2

∫ +∞

−∞

exp
(
−γ2

µB2
1i

2∆2

)
a2 + γ2

µ (Bi − B1i)
2 dB1i. (4.9b)
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4.1.2 The half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the 3-dimensional
Voigt function

The Voigt function in Eq. (4.6a) can be written in a dimensionless form as

ρG↔L (b, c) = c
∫ ∞

0

exp
(
−y2) y2 dy(

c2 + (b + y) 2
) (

c2 + (b− y) 2
) (4.10)

with y =
γµB2√

2∆
, c2 = a2

2∆2 , and b =
γµB√

2∆
. Defining the HWHM of the dimensionless

Voigt function as bHWHM, there is an exact relation between the HWHM of Gaussian
distribution ζG =

√
2∆
√

ln 2
γµ

and the HWHM of the Voigt distribution ζG↔L

ζG↔L =

√
ln 2bHWHM

ζG
. (4.11)

The HWHM of 3-dimensional Voigt function in Eq. (4.10) can be approached with a
superposition of the Gaussian- and Lorentzian-HWHM as its asymptotic values

a
γµ

= 0→ ζG↔L = ζG =

√
2∆
√

ln 2
γµ

(4.12a)
√

2∆
γµ

= 0→ ζG↔L = ζL =
a

γµ

√√
2− 1, (4.12b)

then

ζG↔L ≈
a

γµ

√√
2− 1 +

√
2∆

γµ

√
ln 2 exp

(
∑
n

kncn

)
, (4.12c)

or

bHWHM ≈ c
√√

2− 1 +
√

ln 2 exp

(
∑
n

kncn

)
.

ζG↔L is obtained numerically from a relation ρG↔L (bHWHM, c) = 1
2 ρG↔L (0, c) with

the coefficient of determination R2 = 1.

ζG↔L
∼=

a
γµ

√√
2− 1 +

√
2∆

γµ

√
ln 2 exp

(
−0.368055c + 0.005253c2

+0.007197c3 − 0.000855c4
)

,
(4.13)
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4.2 An approximation to the 3-dimensional isotropic Voigt
function

The one-dimensional Voigt distribution function is lying between the Gaussian and
Lorentzian distribution functions when the three distributions have the same peak
and the HWHM as proposed by Kielkopf [94] and analyzed by Liu etal.[119]. This
condition directly occurred in the surface of 3-dimensional Voigt function for the
isotropic case. To obtain the weighting factor, we used a property that the three
distributions normalized to ρG↔L (B = 0; a, ∆) since they have the same peak and
HWHM as proposed by Di Rocco et. al [170]. The 3-dimensional isotropic Gaussian
and Lorentzian distributions with the same peak and width as the 3-dimensional
isotropic Voigt distribution must be

ρG (B; ζG↔L) = ρG↔L (0; a, ∆) exp

(
− ln 2B2

ζ2
G↔L

)
(4.14a)

ρL (B; ζG↔L) =
ρG↔L (0; a, ∆) ζ3

G↔L(√
2− 1

)2
ζG↔L(

ζ2
G↔L

(
√

2−1)
+ B2

)2 . (4.14b)

Treating the right and left sides of Eq. (4.3) are the equal and integrating the both
side with taking account Eqs. (4.13a) and (4.13b), it is obtained

n (a, ∆) =
(ln 2)

3
2

((√
2− 1

) 3
2 − ζ3

G↔Lπ2ρG↔L (0; a, ∆)
)

ρG↔L (0; a, ∆)
((√

2− 1
) 3

2
ζ3

G↔Lπ
3
2 − (ln 2)

3
2 ζ3

G↔Lπ2

) . (4.15)

The weighting factor has less degree of freedom since coming from deconvoluting
the Voigt distribution with constraining the peak and HWHM of the Gaussian and
Lorentzian distributions.

The quality of the approximation function, defined as the discrepancy between
the approximation- and exact-Voigt functions normalized to the the exact Voigt func-

tion
(

δρG↔L =
ρ

approx.
G↔L −ρexact

G↔L
ρexact

G↔L

)
, depends on the ratio of the width-parameter Lorentzian

to Gaussian distributions
(

a√
2∆

)
where the minimum accuracy takes place around

a√
2∆

= 1 as shown in Fig. (4.2). This is different from one-dimensional case as
reported by [15] which argued the quality of the approximated function is a√

2∆
-

independent. The accuracy reaches minimum values around 20% but localized around
the tail of the distribution function, just below the HWHM as shown in Fig. [4.2].
The minimum accuracy increases almost five times than that of one-dimensional
case as reported in [170] due to the dimension number of the distribution function.
There is also a significant jump of the less-accuracy when the value of

(
a√
2∆

)
toward

to the chosen minimum boundary value 0.002.
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FIGURE 4.2: The quality of approximation of Voigt function com-
pared to the exact one on a dependence of the Gaussian and

Lorentzian width parameters

FIGURE 4.3: Plotting together the exact and the approximation Voigt
functions. The deviation between two-function mostly occurred

around the distribution tail

4.3 Static and dynamic relaxation functions

One of authors has considered the internal fields in our target material La2−xSrxCuO4

(x = 0.024) consisting of a dynamic component originating electronic magnetic mo-
ment and fluctuating fast compared to static Gaussian nuclear-dipole fields [218]. In
this scheme, the dynamic- and static-fields variables can be separated into the di-
rect product of exp (−λt) GKT (t; ∆). The exponential function originates from the
narrowing process due to a fast-field fluctuation where, in the scheme strong col-
lision model, the relaxation rate can be written as λ = 2∆2

e
ν , with ν is fluctuation

rate and ∆e is a parameter of the distribution width of static fields from electronic
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magnetic moments. In this work, the change of initial lineshapes from Gaussian-
shape is addressed to the change of distribution type of internal field on muon sites
(Voigt distribution) as in [124, 109, 108], and field dynamics only modify the dip and
tail of static Voigt relaxation. The muons then sense Voigt internal-field dynamics
which may originate from muon diffusion or fluctuating fields. we consider two-
state model and Markov process as well as the strong collision model with a single
fluctuation rate in the form the second kind of Volterra integral equation

G (t, υ) = exp (−υt) Pz (t) + υ
∫ t

0
exp

(
−υ
(
t− t′

))
Pz
(
t− t′

)
G
(
t′, υ

)
dt′, (4.16)

with ν is either the field fluctuation rate or the muon diffusion rate, and Pz (t) is the
static approximated Voigt Kubo-Toyabe function.

In static random fields, the static muon spin depolarization function will be aver-
age Larmor precession Pz(t) =

〈
cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos γµBt

〉
B. Taking account the Eqs.

(4.13a), (4.13b) and (4.14), it is obtained-approximated Voigt muon spin depolariza-
tion function in ZF-condition as

PZF
µ (t) = n (a, ∆)

ρG↔L (0; a, ∆)π
3
2 ζ3

G↔L

(ln 2)
3
2

(
1
3
+

2
3

(
1−

γ2
µζ2

G↔Lt2

2 ln 2

)
exp

(
−

γ2
µζ2

G↔Lt2

4 ln 2

))

+(1− n (a, ∆))
ρG↔L (0; a, ∆)π2ζ3

G↔L(√
2− 1

) 3
2

(
1
3
+

2
3

(
1−

γµζG↔Lt√√
2− 1

)
exp

(
−

γµζG↔Lt√√
2− 1

))
.

(4.17)

The terms in front of round brackets are due to the Gaussian- and Lorentzian-distribution
described by Eqs. (4.13a) and (4.13b) normalized to the peak of 3-dimensional isotropic
Voigt distribution. The internal fields are parallel to in initial muon spin direction
will contribute to a factor 1

3 . The weighting factor in ZF-condition in Eq. (4.14) does
not change in LF-condition because the Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions are
still normalized under LF-condition. We analytically calculate the average of Lar-
mor precession in a longitudinal field B0 due to the approximated-Voigt function,
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and it holds that

PLF
µ (t) = n (a, ∆)

ρG↔L (0; a, ∆)π
3
2 ζ3

G↔L

(ln 2)
3
2

(
1−

ζ2
G↔L

ln 2B2
0
(1−

exp

(
−

γ2
µt2ζ2

G↔L

4 ln 2

)
cos

(
γµtB0

))
+

ζ4
G↔Lγµ

2 ln2 2B3
0

∫ τ

0
exp

(
−

γ2
µτ2ζ2

G↔L

4 ln 2

)

sin
(
γµτB0

)
dτ
)
+ (1− n (a, ∆))

ρG↔L (0; a, ∆)π2ζ3
G↔L(√

2− 1
) 3

2
(1−

ζG↔L

B0

√√
2− 1

J1
(
γµB0t

)
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(
−

γµζG↔Lt√√
2− 1

)
−
(

ζG↔L

B0

√√
2− 1

)2

(
J0
(
γµB0t

)
exp

(
−

γµζG↔Lt√√
2− 1

)
− 1

)
−

1 +

(
ζG↔L

B0

√√
2− 1

)2


γµζG↔L√√
2− 1

∫ τ

0
J0
(
γµB0τ

)
exp

(
−

γµζG↔Lτ√√
2− 1

)
dτ

)
(4.18)

with J1 and J0 are the first and the zeroth order spherical bessel functions.
Figs (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) shown the lineshapes corresponding to static muon spin

depolarization function in ZF-condition
(ω0

a

)
= 0 and LF-condition

(ω0
a

)
> 0 with

three-value of a√
2∆

(0.1, 1 and 5). We plotted the muon spin depolarization functions
constructed from both the exact Voigt distribution (black line), see Eq. (4.26) and Eq.
(4.31), and the approximation Voigt distribution of Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18) (gray line)
simultaneously. The initial lineshapes and their saturate tail from the two-function
overlap each other perfectly, and the the deviation only appears around the dip of
lineshapes associating with the initial tail distribution as shown in Fig. (3). The
deviation shows a dependence to applied field (B0) especially at the internal-field
component which parallel to the initial direction of muon spin.

The quality of approximated Voigt Kubo-Toyabe function normalized to the ex-

act function in ZF-condition δPZF
µ (t) =

Papprox.
µ (t)−Pexact

µ (t)
Pexact

µ (t) depends the ratio of Gaussian-

and Lorentzian-width parameters
(

a√
2∆

)
and take place around the dip of the static

relaxation associated with the distribution tail of internal fields. The minimum ac-
curacy is up to 10% around the the boundary of our chosen interval

(
a√
2∆

)
= 1.

Whereas the accuracy of LF-condition δPLF
µ (t; B0) (t) =

Papprox.
µ (t;B0)−Pexact

µ (t;B0)

Pexact
µ (t;B0)

has the
same behavior as ZF condition, but the applied field decreases the accuracy of fields
which parallel to the initial muon direction as shown by Figs. [4.7] and [4.8].

4.4 Fitting results and Discussion

We compare the dynamic muon spin depolarization function with static function
following of Eq. (4.17) to a static function based on an exact isotropic 3-dimensional
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FIGURE 4.4: Muon spin depolarization functions due to static Voigt
internal fields approached with mixing Gaussian and Lorentzian dis-
tributions of Eq. (4.18). The plotted function is for a√

2∆
=0.1, and the

ω0
a = 0 represent ZF-condition of Eq. (4.17)

FIGURE 4.5: The muon spin depolarization function of LF-case of Eq.
(4.18)

(ω0
a > 0

)
and ZF-case of Eq. (4.17)

(ω0
a = 0

)
when a√

2∆
=1 cor-

responding to the least accuracy of the approximation

Voigt distribution. ZF µSR data in La2−xSrxCuO4 with 2.4% Sr are fitted by Eq. (4.16)
with two static functions based on exact Voigt function (blue line) and approximated
Voigt function (red line). Presenting the solid curves which fit to the Eq. (4.16) at the
same figures, the two-lineshapes overlap each other at all temperature ranges except
at 10K as shown in Fig. (4.10). The Gaussian and Loretzian distribution width pa-
rameters (∆ and a) as well as the fluctuation rate from fitting results perfectly match
each other in the size reference of represented data symbols except temperature be-
low 30K as shown in Figs. (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13). The Gaussian and Lorentzian
distribution width parameters of the internal fields (∆ and a) obtained by the exact
and approximation Voigt functions under 30 K has a maximum discrepancy around
0.02 µs−1 corresponding to 0.4 G when a√

2∆
= 0.09. Whereas deviations in fluctua-

tion parameter (ν) increases with the enhancement of Lorentzian distribution width
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FIGURE 4.6: The muon spin depolarization function of LF-case of Eq.
(4.18)

(ω0
a > 0

)
and ZF-case of (4.17)

(ω0
a = 0

)
when a√

2∆
=5

FIGURE 4.7: The quality of muon spin depolarization function from
approaching Voigt distribution compared to exact Voigt distribution

in the ZF-field condition as a function of a√
2∆

parameter (a) reflect the characteristic of the strong collison model where the the
gradient of initial-relaxation linehapes will be taken account after each fluctuation
[116]. The maximum deviation of fluctuation rate due to the exact and appromation
Voigt function at the same temperature reaches around 0.06 µs−1 correspond to 1.2
G. The standard error of 3-fitted parameter based the approximated Voigt distribu-
tion is less than that of coming from the exact Voigt distribution reflects a strong
correlation of the Gaussian and Lorentzian distribution-width parameters (a and ∆)
in the approximation of Voigt function as shown in Fig. (4.2).

The initial µSR spectra of our sample show Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe relaxation
from 200K, see Fig. (4.9), to 30 K as presented in Fig. (4.12) indicated by the tempera-
ture independence of Lorentzian distribution width parameter (a) which constantly
tend to zero within the temperature interval from 30 K to 200K. These data describe
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FIGURE 4.8: The quality of muon spin depolarization function from
approaching Voigt distribution compared to the analysis function
from the exact Voigt distribution in the LF-field condition with ratio
ω0
a = 3. The contribution of "decoupling" field enhances with the in-

crease of applied field ω0 to compensate the decrease of contribution
of Bx and By components.

the internal fields on muon site are dominated by the static Cu nuclear dipole mo-
ments above 30K. The Gaussian distribution width parameter (∆) fluctuates at an
interval temperature at which the contribution of Lorentzian distribution tend to
stable describing the lattice dynamics since the Gaussian width parameter ∆ only
depends on the position of nuclear dipole moments [68].

The Lorentzian-distribution width parameter (a) shows a strong temperature-
dependence below 30 K indicating the change of initial Gaussian lineshapes caused
by the change of distribution type of internal fields on muon sites. This static origin
also suggests dynamic component of internal fields has not been in fast fluctuation
regime, so it constrains us from doing a separation of dynamic and static variables
in the form of a direct product between Lorentzian exponential and Static Gaussian
Kubo-Toyabe function as done in [216]. Furthermore the dynamic of Voigt internal
field of Eq. (4.16) proposes the presence of a coupling between the nuclear dipole
moments and the static Lorentzian fields instead of representing a muon-diffusion in
the background of static Voigt random fields from low-temperature consideration.

The observed static Lorentzian field on muon site indicated the presence of dilute
static randomly alignment of dipole moments. Quasistatic nuclear dipoles of dilute
stable isotopes such as 87

38Sr and 17
8O with abundance 7% and 0.04 % respectively can

be ignored since the observed Lorentzian fields shown temperature independent.
The fluctuation rate of intermediate internal field ν presented in Fig. 4.13 is not in
fast relaxation limit indicating the Lorentzian field may not originate from the fluc-
tuation of order states such as SDW and orbital order fluctuations because electronic
dipole moment is 3 order bigger than nuclear dipole moments.
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FIGURE 4.9: µSR spectra of ZF data La2−xSrxCuO4 with 2.4% Sr at
200K. The two dynamic analysis function of Eq. (4.16) with static
functions based on the Voigt and the approximation Voigt distribu-
tions approach µSR data with the same lineshapes at all time interval.
The dynamic and static fitted parameters from two-functions give al-
most the same values as presented by Figs. (4.11), (4.12), and (4.13)

Neutron scattering has observed spin glass or a short range SDW at around 20 K
in this material [214]. The SDW state was also observed by µSR and NMR at lower
temperature around 10 K [155]. There are two possible magnetic ground states in
copper oxide plane that are RVB state and antiferromagnetism which probably un-
derlie relations between observed SDW and the lorentzian fields. In antiferromag-
netism model, the localized doped-hole in oxygen site will induce a competition
between ferromagnetic interaction (copper and oxygen electron spins) and antifer-
romagnetic interaction (copper electron spins) and make a frustration among copper
spins. The competition then will take SDW state as magnetic ground state [2]. In
La1.976Sr0.024CuO4, 2.4% holes at oxygen site will be localized at low temperature,
and those dilute electronic dipoles potentially induce Lorentzian field when they
freeze. We propose Copper spins at temperatures close to observed spin glass state
is still frustration, and their dynamics have not entered µSR time window. Further-
more, electronic dipoles at oxygen site freeze earlier than those of copper sites before
both transforming into SDW state. In RVB state, copper spins will be in a superpo-
sition of all possible singlets, and singlet excitation results quasiparticle spinon with
respect to RVB ground state [174]. While doped-hole will induce holon quasipar-
ticle in the form of zhang-rice singlet, and, in Fermi liquid star model, holon and
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FIGURE 4.10: µSR spectra of ZF data La2−xSrxCuO4 with 2.4% Sr
at 10K. The dynamic analysis function of Eq. (4.16) with the static
function developed from the approximation Voigt function (red line)
approaches the data with a√

2∆
= 0.52 with accuracy around 5-10% of

Fig. (4.7). Whereas the dynamic analysis function with the static func-
tion described by the exact Voigt distribution approached the same

data with a√
2∆

= 0.68

spinon are allowed to couple in order to presence of hole quasiparticle [174]. We
assumed singlet formation is stable at low temperature, and spinon tends to couple
with holon rather than de-excite to form singlet. In this scheme, the Lorentzian field
may come from freeze of hole spin in glassy state.
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FIGURE 4.11: The temperature dependence of the Gaussian
distribution-width parameter in La2−xSrxCuO4 with 2.4% Sr at ZF-
condition. The unfilled triangles comes correspond to the exact Voigt
distribution function, whereas the unfilled circles come from the ap-

proximation distribution function
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FIGURE 4.12: The temperature dependence of the Lorentzian
distribution-width parameter in La2−xSrxCuO4 with 2.4% Sr at ZF-
condition fitted with the dynamic muon spin depolarization function
of Eq. (16) with static function in Eq. (4.16) constructed from the ex-
act Voigt distribution (unfilled triangles) and the approximation Voigt

distribution (unfilled circles)
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FIGURE 4.13: The temperature dependence of the fluctuation rate
of internal field on muon site in La2−xSrxCuO4 with 2.4% Sr at ZF-
condition fitted with the dynamic muon spin depolarization function
of Eq. (16) with static function in Eq. (4.16) constructed from the ex-
act Voigt distribution (unfilled triangles) and the approximation Voigt

distribution (unfilled circles)
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Chapter 5

Summary and Concluding
Remarks

We derived µSR relaxation functions under crossover magnetic fields between Gaus-
sian and Lorentzian. We gave in this report a firm basis for matching the relaxation
function parameters to the field distribution. Forms of those relaxation functions
were found to be a kind of extension of the Kubo-Toyabe relaxation function. We
succeed to describe their relaxation function of the muon-spin polarization which
was in the intermediate state between Gaussian and Lorentzian in the zero-field and
in-field cases.

As demonstrations of our developed analysis equations, we applied them to real
µSR data obtained in the organic molecular superconductor, λ-(BETS)2GaCl4, and
the La-based high-Tc superconducting cuprates, La2−xSrxCuO4 for x=0.024 in which
the intermediate µSR time spectrum was observed in the paramagnetic state. We
have succeeded to reproduce time spectra by using our developed functions. This
achievement can correct our previous data obtained from the applications of the
phenomenological function of exp (−λt) which would contain the trading-off effect
between two parameters, λ and ∆. The current results and analysis equations de-
scribed in this report can help to analyze the µSR data, and to discuss the physics
outlook of the crossover and magnetic transition phenomenon in a clearer manner.

A convolution between Gaussian and Lorentzian PDFs representing the summa-
tion of the two random vector fields on muon site can be interpreted as the presence
of two independent sources of random internal field on muon site. The Lorentzian
field in La1.976Sr0.024CuO4 may come from static randomly alignment of Localized
hole spins. Whereas,low abundance of nuclear dipoles isotope may underlie the
presence of Lorentzian field in λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 case.

The analysis function describing the muon spin motion in the static random
fields constructed from a convolution between Gaussian and Lorentzian distribu-
tions can be analytically derived by decomposing the 3D-convolution into solv-
able convolution terms of Fourier transform. The mathematical expression for 3-
dimensional distribution function of magnetic fields due to a 3D-convolution of
Gaussian and Lorentzian PDFs is performed for the first time. Our result will not
only provide a way to understand how Kubo-Formula works in ZF-experiment but
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also potentially become a starting point to develop a conversion rule from one- to
three-dimensional isotropic PDFs in LF-condition in order to understand how Kubo
Formula work in the LF-condition. We also approach the convolution between
Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions of internal field by mixing Gaussian and
Lorentzian PDFs. The weighting factor as a function of Gaussian (∆) and Lorentzian
widths (a) can be found analytically from a fact that the Gaussian and Lorentzian
PDFs as well as their convolution each other have the same HWHM when they have
the same peak. The analysis function from a mixing of Gaussian and Lorentzian
PDFs reaches an accuracy around 10% located at the dip of static analysis function
in ZF-condition associated with the tail of mixing distributions, but the accuracy
exponentially become better when getting away from the dip.

The fluctuation of intermediate distributed fields in the form of a convolution be-
tween Gaussian and Lorentzian fields in strong collision model will only influence
the tail of static lineshapes when fluctuation rate less than its distribution width in
the same trend as reported in Gaussian and Lorentzian field cases, but after the fluc-
tuation rate vanishes the dip of static lineshapes, the narrowing effect will be con-
trolled by a competition between Gaussian and Lorentzian fields where the increase
of Lorentzian component will make the narrowing effect become weaker. Since
the narrowing effect has been only studied due to the fluctuation of Gaussian and
Lorentzian distributed fields, so the behavior of narrowing effect due to the fluc-
tuation of intermediate distributed fields has become the first time to be reported.
In the future study, the dynamic analysis function in the scheme of weak collision
and or non-markovian models also need to be done in order to broad the applica-
tion of intermediate distributed fields. Assuming that the Gaussian-field component
originates from nuclear dipole moments, and Lorentzian field comes from another
source associated with an order state for example freezing spin of localized holes,
then the fluctuation rate of the intermediate distributed fields indicate the presence
of a coupled state between the nuclear dipole moments and the order state. The fluc-
tuation of intermediate distributed fields produce a different location of dip from an
analysis function got from a direct product between an exponential and Gaussian
Kubo-Toyabe functions when the fluctuation rate has not vanished the dip of static
lineshapes, even though the both schemes produce the same initial relaxation. This
property makes the dip location of µSR time spectra in ZF-experiment can differ-
entiate whether the change of transition from Gaussian to Lorentzian relaxations
originates from either the slowing down of electronic spin dynamic or a coupled
state between nuclear spins and electronic order states. Finally, the role of nuclear
spins to reveal the order state of samples need to be clarified in other cuprate-based
materials.
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